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Abstract

Due to the increasing amount of data generated by sensors in modern cars, the need for
high data rate links in vehicular networking rises. A promising way to achieve this is using
mmWave communications, although beamforming is needed to overcome the high propagation
losses at these frequencies. Relaying might be needed to cover larger distances for the delivery
of a message in a specific geographical area, called geocasting. Reaching multiple receivers at
once (multicasting) can be achieved by using a wider antenna beamwidth, which comes at the
cost of transmission range, while spatial sharing can be exploited using narrow beams. This
thesis investigates if using multicasts is beneficial for the routing and scheduling of mmWave
geocasts that need to be delivered before a timeout. A system with multiple data rates is
considered, for which the optimal solution is sought by modeling it as a mixed-integer linear
program. Furthermore, a heuristic algorithm is created that, as a first step, finds the links and
their quality based on position information. A reduced graph representing the nodes and links
in the system that are likely needed to reach all intended receivers is generated as a second
step. Next, a transmission tree that specifies the links that should be used and the order in
which transmissions are scheduled is found. Several methods to include multicast links are
evaluated, of which some consistently outperform the unicast-only method. Using multicasts
is especially advantageous in scenarios with multiple highway lanes. However, there is still
a performance gap for the heuristic algorithm as compared to the optimal solution. Finally,
the heuristic approach is transformed into a distributed algorithm, which can be controlled
via beacons sent on an additional sub-6GHz band. When the mmWave schedule is congested
due to multiple concurrent messages, the benefit of multicasts becomes even more clear.

vii



Chapter 1

Introduction

Communication between vehicles promises to be an effective way to improve traffic safety,
road use efficiency, to reduce fuel consumption and enhance driving comfort [1]. Nowadays,
vehicles become more and more equipped with various sensors that perceive the environment.
These sensors create signals either to warn the driver or even to let the vehicle act on it, as
a first step towards autonomous driving. However, in a dynamic and crowded environment,
a vehicle may not be able to obtain all the information it needs in time. Letting vehicles
cooperate by sharing information using wireless communication has high potential on filling
this gap.
Prior work on vehicular communications mostly considers the sub-6GHz frequency bands.
However, it is expected that high amount of data from (camera) sensors will require higher
data rates than can be achieved at these frequencies [2]. To this end, mmWave communica-
tions seems a suitable candidate. Nonetheless, the downside of this technology is its severe
path loss and its sensitivity to blockage, resulting in very limited transmission range. This
can be partly overcome by the use of beamforming, meaning to let transmitter and receiver
point their antennas towards each other using a narrow beam. Yet, the process of beamform-
ing leads to significant overhead in a dynamic environment, because it takes several training
frames to obtain the channel quality, as explained in [3]. The channel quality is needed to
determine which antenna sectors should be used, how these should be pointed and what data
rate can be achieved. Using position information acquired via sub-6GHz communication is
proposed as a solution to this training challenge, as presented in [2] and [4]. From the position
information, the link quality can be estimated based on antenna and propagation models,
such that the right links can be chosen.
An important concept in vehicular networking is geocasting, which means delivering a mes-
sage in a certain geographical area. The route taken from the origin to all the intended
receivers in the destination area, possibly via relaying nodes, greatly determines the perfor-
mance of the communication. A possible route for an example situation is given in Figure
1.1. Other routes, e.g. that skip more relaying nodes, might result into reaching the intended
receivers with less delay.
Various geographic routing protocols exist in the literature, but those are usually not spe-
cific to mmWave communications. Yet, its distinct nature as compared to sub-6GHz wireless

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Route of a geocast towards a destination area via relaying nodes.

technology poses various challenges and opportunities that should be exploited to make full
advantage of it. Firstly, spatial sharing, meaning scheduling multiple concurrent transmis-
sions between different pairs of nodes, can be realized more often. Namely, transmissions
using beamforming suffer less from interference, since the signals are not transmitted omni-
directionally. This is shown in Figure 1.2. Furthermore, using wider antenna beams allows
for reaching multiple receivers at the same time (referred to as multicast), but it limits the
transmission range [2]. Another aspect is introduced to this trade-off by using various data
rates, which affects the transmission range as well. The combined effect of the latter two is
shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.2: Directional antennas allow for spatial
sharing.

Figure 1.3: Using a wider beamwidth and lower
data rate allows for reaching multiple receivers at
once.

Geocasts in vehicular networks can be used to convey information such that the receivers can
anticipate on upcoming situations that might occur. For example, a vehicle may inform other
vehicles that it executes an emergency break, or that it wants to merge into a certain lane.
If these messages are delivered when the vehicles can no longer act on it, the content is not
useful anymore. Therefore, it is generally important that the geocast messages are delivered
before a certain timeout. The aforementioned aspects of spatial sharing and using various
beamwidths and data rates will be considered for the dissemination of a geocast, such that as
much intended receivers as possible are reached in time. Furthermore, when multiple geocasts
containing different messages should be delivered simultaneously, this should be taken into
account by the system as a whole. Periodic transmissions (beacons) on the sub-6GHz com-
munication layer that are, amongst others, used to distribute position information, can be
used to control the mmWave transmissions as well [2]. Combining these two layers promises
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to be an efficient method to realize data dissemination in vehicular networks at high rates.

We formulate the following research questions that will be answered in this thesis:

1. To what extent can mmWave geocasting benefit from using multicasts while considering
multiple beamwidths and data rates, relaying and spatial sharing?

2. How can a mmWave geocast be efficiently routed and scheduled using a lightweight al-
gorithm?

3. How can multiple mmWave geocasts be scheduled in a distributed manner using sub-
6GHz beacons?

The approach taken in this thesis is as follows. Question 1 will be answered by formulating
the routing and scheduling problem as a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP), which is
solved with a mathematical optimizer in order to obtain an optimal solution. This gives
insight into the theoretical performance of the system, either when only unicasts are allowed
or when multicasts may also be used. Next, a heuristic algorithm that solves the problem with
a lower computational complexity is created, which answers question 2. Lastly, to answer
question 3, a procedure for scheduling multiple mmWave geocasts using sub-6GHz beacons
is presented, providing a basis for a realistic implementation.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the background and
relevant literature on this subject and lists how this work deviates from it. In Chapter 3,
an overview of the system is given. Next, the MILP will be formulated in Chapter 4. A
breakdown of the problem and the steps needed to create a heuristic algorithm for it are
given in Chapter 5. These steps are then worked out in Chapters 6-8. For each step, an
evaluation of the performance is given. Chapter 9 presents the overall results, in which
the heuristic algorithm is compared with the optimal solution and the influence of using
multicasts is evaluated. Then, Chapter 10 elaborates on the distributed procedure using
sub-6GHz beacons, that allows for scheduling multiple concurrent messages. Lastly, Chapter
11 concludes the research and lists suggestions for future work.



Chapter 2

Background and related work

In this chapter, we will provide the background and research on vehicular communications in
general. Furthermore, we will give an overview of specific work concerning geographic routing
and mmWave communications. Lastly, we will present the new research directions that will
be addressed in this thesis.

2.1 Vehicular communications

Already in the early 2000s, researchers started to work on standards for vehicular networking
in order to improve traffic safety and efficiency, to reduce fuel consumption and to increase
driving comfort [1]. The idea is to create Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), as well as Vehicle-to-
Infrastructure (V2I) and even Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) communications, essentially ob-
taining Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications. As a first stage, this can be used
to warn drivers about road works or other hazardous situations. Later, when vehicles are
equipped with several sensors, it is expected that they will exchange the created data and
even negotiate about their driving behavior in order to obtain fully autonomous driving.
In pure V2V networks, there usually is a direct communication between the vehicles for which
the link should be set up dynamically. Such networks are categorized as ad-hoc, meaning that
there is no fixed infrastructure between the network elements. This poses various difficulties
in order to ensure efficient communication. The first one is the dynamic and initially unknown
link quality between nodes, because usually all links are wireless. The link quality therefore
depends on the propagation conditions between nodes. The propagation is influenced by the
distance between nodes, but also by objects in between them and other physical aspects, such
as the weather. Especially in vehicular networks, dynamic link quality is of great concern, as
the vehicles are highly mobile, thereby influencing the propagation conditions at all times. It
is therefore required to monitor the link quality regularly.
The second problem is the existence of redundant links on the one hand, and situations in
which links are scarce on the other hand. In ad-hoc networks usually every node can forward
data, such that choosing the best route for the dissemination of a message is not trivial.
Many ad-hoc routing protocols exist, of which several ones designed specifically for vehicular
networking will be discussed later on.

4



2.2. GEOGRAPHIC ROUTING 5

Another issue is the access to and sharing of the medium. If there is no control, nodes can
transmit simultaneously, resulting in interference. This will likely cause a collision of trans-
missions if the nodes are close to each other. Making the best use of the medium, while
minimizing interference is one of the challenges of wireless networks.

One of the technologies for vehicular networking that tries to tackle these problems is based on
the IEEE 802.11 standard, commonly known as Wi-Fi. The United States Federal Commu-
nications Commission (FCC) names this type of vehicular communication Dedicated Short-
range Communication (DSRC) [5], whereas the European Strategy on Cooperative Intelligent
Transportation Systems (C-ITS) calls it ITS-G5 [6], referring to the 5 GHz frequency band.
Another promising technology, Cellular V2X (C-V2X) is mainly developed by the 3rd Genera-
tion Partnership Project (3GPP) and initially uses Long-Term Evolution (LTE) as underlying
technology [7].
With the aforementioned technologies, vehicle state information, such as position and speed,
are regularly distributed using Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs) [8]. On the other
hand, safety information that needs to be distributed to a specific geographical location,
triggered by an application, are sent in Distributed Environmental Notification Messages
(DENMs) [9]. These ways of conveying messages are called beaconing1 and geocasting, re-
spectively.
Since the communication between vehicles is often meant to influence or even control their
driving behavior, it forms a real-time application with hard time constraints. A specific
version of a geocast, which needs to be delivered within a specific time is called an abiding
geocast [10]. A geocast can be specified only by the geographical area in which it should
arrive, but a specific node in the area of interest can be addressed as well. In the literature,
there exists several protocols to ensure that messages reach the geographical area, which are
described in the next section.

2.2 Geographic routing

In [11], several geographic routing protocols for vehicular networking are discussed. Their
requirements differ from topology-based routing protocols in mobile ad-hoc networks. On the
one hand, vehicles are assumed to be equipped with a GPS and memory storage and energy
consumption are usually not a constraint. On the other hand, in the specific case of safety
messages, delay constraints are very strict as they control a real-time system.
A popular non-delay tolerant protocol is called Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing from [12].
The basic idea is to let a node forward a packet to a node that is geographically closer to
the destination than itself, until the destination is reached. If the packet ends up at a node
where no further progress can be made (local optimum), the node recovers from this by an
adjusted algorithm.
In order to avoid ending up in a local optimum Spatially Aware Packet Routing, as presented
in [13], uses topology information to set up a graph with nodes and links between them. It

1The terms CAM and beacon are used interchangeably.



6 CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

then calculates the shortest path to the destination and selects the neighbor with the shortest
path as next hop. Still, due to the changing topology, this does not guarantee that the packet
will reach the destination, such that a recovery method is needed.
Several more sophisticated graph-based geographic routing protocols exist in the literature,
which are designed to optimize for a specific metric or to be suited in a certain environments,
e.g. urban or highway scenarios.

2.3 MmWave communications

For transmitting state information and safety messages, the data rates as supported by DSRC,
ITS-G5 and C-V2X seem sufficient. However, it is generally believed that sensor data and
planned trajectory information require increasing bandwidth. According to [14], the maxi-
mum data rate of the sub-6GHz-based standard IEEE 802.11p is in practice only 2-6 Mbps,
whereas for the aforementioned applications at least 50 Mbps per vehicle is required, as ex-
plained in [2]. Therefore, research has been conducted on utilizing the millimeter wave
(mmWave) spectrum for vehicular communication as well. Since this spectrum ranges from
30 to 300 GHz, it offers much larger bandwidth than the aforementioned technologies, which
operate at the sub-6GHz band.
Adapted Wi-Fi-based standards supporting mmWave frequencies are IEEE 802.11ad, ay and
bd [15], [16]. At the time of writing, the penultimate one has yet to be approved and the
latter is still under development. For C-V2X, the use of 5G New Radio (NR) is considered
by 3GPP in [17] and further worked out by 5G Communication Automotive Research and
innovation (5GCAR) in [18].
A great downside of the use of mmWave frequencies is its high propagation loss, resulting
in poor transmission range. This problem can be mitigated by beamforming, which will be
addressed next.

Beamforming
Beamforming is the process of pointing the antennas of a transmitter and receiver towards
each other using narrow beams. In this way, the transmit power is more concentrated to-
wards a certain area, resulting in a larger transmission range as compared to omni-directional
antennas. However, especially in vehicular environments, neighbor discovery, beamforming
and scheduling at mmWave frequencies might result in significant overhead [2]. This becomes
clear when investigating the beam training techniques proposed in the standards for mmWave
communication.

Traditional beamforming
We consider the IEEE 802.11ad and ay standards for traditional beamforming here. IEEE
802.11bd plans to support both sub-6GHz and mmWave frequency bands. For the mmWave
bands, it is proposed to upgrade the Physical layer (PHY) and lower Medium Access Control
(MAC) layer to those of ad/ay [16].
IEEE 802.11ad and ay specify the use of multiple Directional Multi-Gigabit (DMG) beacon
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frames in each antenna sector in order to discover nodes and perform beamforming. Receivers
respond with sector sweeps towards the transmitter, including feedback for the best sector.
If multiple nodes are in reach of the transmitter, they should respond in a contention-based
period, leading to additional overhead. After the beam training, the data transfer interval
starts, which might consist of a various number of contention based access periods and sched-
uled service periods. The latter should be reserved upfront by using a service period request
in the DMG beacons. On the other hand, during contention based access periods, stations
can compete for the medium via Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA).
For 5G NR C-V2X, several beam scan schemes are still in consideration and might change de-
pending on performance metrics, as described in [18]. Furthermore, this document proposes
an approach in which beam scans are performed at first and once a link has been established,
position information that is transmitted via this link is used for beamforming.

Position information
It becomes clear that the aforementioned method of IEEE 802.11ad/ay introduces significant
overhead, especially when many antenna sectors are used and the node density is high. It
has been shown that using vehicle position information can outperform traditional beam-
forming approaches of IEEE 802.11ad in terms of average network throughput, up to a mean
position error of 3m in [4]. Instead of using sector level sweeps, antenna and propagation
models are needed to estimate the received power. Position information should be received
out-of-band, for example using sub-6GHz technology, in order to achieve overhead-free beam-
forming. Moreover, it has been shown in [19] that channel state information obtained via
sub-6GHz shows correlation with that of mmWave and might even predict upcoming mmWave
blockages, as described in [20]. The disadvantages of traditional beam training with highly
mobile nodes and the potential of using position information via sub-6GHz frequency bands,
makes this an interesting research topic.
The authors of [2] address the use of sub-6GHz V2V technologies for the scheduling of beam-
formed mmWave transmissions. Sub-6GHz communication is used as control plane in com-
bination with mmWave technologies as data plane. A schedule for access to the mmWave
channel is proposed using the status information from sub-6GHz beacons including location,
speed, acceleration and heading direction. A mmWave transmitter includes a Request-To-
Send (RTS) in a beacon to announce that it wants to send a message. Receivers can respond
with a Clear-To-Send (CTS) including the time at which the transmission should start, which
it bases on the mmWave schedule as planned up till now. Suggestions for future research are
to exploit the possibility to schedule multiple receivers at the same time and relaying in order
to reach vehicles at larger distances and to obtain spatial sharing. This forms the basis of
the research presented in this thesis. Next, we summarize previous works related to routing
and scheduling specific for directional antennas.

Directional routing and scheduling
There exist some studies on routing and scheduling with directional antennas in order to
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provide either multicast, relaying, spatial sharing, or a combination of these.
In [21] and [22], only multicast grouping is considered. Both describe a method in which
for one transmitter the optimal sets of multicast receivers are determined. The authors of
[21] propose an algorithm in which first the farthest receiver is selected as reference device.
A beam pointing towards this receiver is considered, of which the beamwidth is iteratively
incremented in order to maximize the product of number of receivers and data rate to cover
those. This group is selected and then the process starts again by assigning a new reference
device, until all receivers are included. In [22], only receivers for which a data rate can be
achieved that is higher than a certain threshold are evaluated as a multicast receiver. Then
for each of the antenna patterns they define, a weight is determined, which is regarded as the
average per-frame transmission time for each client. Each time, the antenna pattern with the
smallest weight is selected and the corresponding receivers are scheduled. This is repeated
until all receivers are covered.
The authors of [23] address both multicast and relaying, a problem that they prove is NP-
complete. In their algorithm, a node becomes a transmitter for each frame to be sent once
it has received the data. Each transmitter creates a subset of receivers by first choosing the
closest node and then adding receivers if the additional distance and angle needed is lower
than a predefined threshold. Then a time-slotted scheme is created such that the maximum
achievable rate for this frame is obtained. The algorithm performs better than using only
multicast or relaying.
Both relaying and spatial sharing is considered in [24], but they consider unicasts only. Here,
it is assumed that a Road-side Unit (RSU) knows the network topology and determines the
transmitters, receivers and transmitting scheme. It does this by maximizing the number of
transmissions in a time slot.
In [25], a heuristic algorithm is presented that offers the combination of multicast, relaying
and spatial sharing, which is proven to be NP-hard. In this method, the closest transmitter is
selected for each receiver. Then each transmitter determines to whom of the selected receivers
it will send in the upcoming time slot by maximizing the sum throughput. The results show
the importance of using relaying and spatial sharing.
A routing and scheduling protocol for multirate wireless networks with directional antennas
is presented in [26]. They consider multicast, relaying, as well as spatial sharing. In order
to determine which node should relay to which receiver set, they present the average broad-
cast time. This is the time that is needed to reach a certain set of receivers, divided by the
number of receivers in that set. For scheduling, they use the notion of remaining broadcast
time, which is defined as the longest delay that a node has to reach a receiver. Nodes with a
high remaining broadcast time get priority in the schedule. It is shown that both the use of
multiple datarates and directional antennas outperforms systems which do not include those
in terms of transmission delay.
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2.4 New research directions

This thesis considers a system which differs from the previous works on several points, as
listed as follows.

• Non-time-slotted system
The algorithms presented in [23]–[25] reason from a synchronized time-slotted system,
whereas the IEEE 802.11 standards use CSMA/CA, which is non-time-slotted. There-
fore, the problem here is addressed from a non-time-slotted perspective, meaning that
transmissions can be scheduled at any point in time.

• Selection of intended receivers
In the previous works, usually all nodes are considered to be intended receivers. As for
geocasting the message should only be delivered in a certain area, not all nodes will
need to receive the message. This gives rise to the problem of finding which nodes to
use as relay nodes.

• Multiple beamwidths, data rates and transmission direction angles
Like in [25], the system will jointly exploit multicasting, relaying and spatial sharing.
However, in [25] a node can activate only active multiple antenna lobes to have a wider
coverage at the cost of datarate. In the considered system vehicles may use different
beamwidths, data rates and direction angles to determine the coverage of a transmission.

• Realistic antenna model including obstacles
In [25], the antenna coverage is assumed to take the form of a sector of a circle. In this
system, we consider a realistic antenna model, like in [23]. Furthermore, the influence
of vehicles that form an obstruction for the signal will be taken into account in the path
loss model that is used.

• Multiple geocasts
[23] and [25] consider the scheduling of only one message (geocast). In vehicular net-
works, it is expected that multiple vehicles want to send a mmWave message. Hence, in
the situation considered here, all vehicles may generate a mmWave message at different
points in time.

As described, some of the points mentioned here are separately examined in previous works.
To the best of our knowledge, there exists no work that considers all these points jointly.
Like in the previous works, the greatest simplification of the system is to consider static
snapshots only. The essence of the problem does not change by this, but the practical im-
plementation of an algorithm is much more complicated. Using vehicular data as speed,
acceleration and heading, expected positions in the near future can be estimated, such that
the routing and scheduling can be adapted upon this. However, this is out of the scope of
this research.



Chapter 3

System overview

Hereafter, we will describe the elements of a scenario that considers the points as described
in the previous chapter. In the course of the description, we will introduce symbols that are
used in the rest of this thesis. Furthermore, we give the propagation and antenna models used
to model the mmWave Physical layer (PHY). Besides, parameters that are used throughout
the thesis are given.

3.1 Description

There are N static nodes capable of sending and receiving mmWave messages placed in a
2D-plane, which comprise the set N = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. A transmitter T ∈ N is the specific
node that sends a mmWave message mj . We denote by M = {m0, · · · ,mj , · · · ,mM−1} the
set of mmWave messages generated during the considered time of a scenario from tmin to
tmax. A mmWave message mj is generated at time tgenmj , which is triggered by an application
on a higher level by node nmj ∈ N , called the origin node. The set of intended receivers
Rmj of message mj are nodes other than the origin node, which are positioned in a specific
geographical area, or are individually addressed. An intended receiver should receive the
message before the timeout O, given by the transmitter. Per scenario, we will use a fixed
timeout for all messages, which all have a fixed size S (in Mbits). Initially, only the origin node
can send the mmWave message. After another node received this message, it can transmit
it to others as well. We assume that the mmWave communication is half-duplex, meaning
that nodes cannot transmit and receive at the same time. Furthermore, a node can only
transmit or receive one message at a time. For an example scenario the input for the system,
consisting of the positions of nodes in the 2D-plane and a timeline of message generation
times and timeouts is given in Figure 3.1.
Next, the propagation and antenna models are discussed, from which it can be concluded
whether a set of nodes can be reached by a transmitter given a beamwidth, data rate and
transmission direction angle.

10
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Figure 3.1: Input for the system for an example scenario.

3.2 Propagation and antenna models

In order to model the propagation of the mmWave communication, we will use an empirical
path loss model derived for vehicular communication at 60 GHz from [27]. This model
includes measurements under Line-Of-Sight (LOS) and Non-LOS (NLOS), when the link
is obstructed by one or more vehicles. Other objects influencing the propagation, such as
buildings, are not taken into account, except for a smooth surface underneath the vehicles.
The path loss PLT→R in dB between a transmitter T and receiver R is given by [27]:

PLT→R(dT→R) = A · 10 · log10(dT→R) + C + 15 · dT→R

1000
, (3.1)

where dT→R is the distance between the antenna of the transmitter and receiver (in m), A is
a coefficient referred to as the path loss exponent and C is a constant.
Both A and C depend on the number of vehicles obstructing the link. To determine this
number, we will use the number of nodes that are crossed when a straight line from the
transmitter towards the receiver is outlined, using a fixed car width and length.
Each node can transmit with a fixed power PT (in dBm), limited by the regulatory authority
in a certain region. Both the transmitter and receiver use a beamforming antenna. The
transmitter can choose to transmit using a beamwidth w ∈ W and a transmission direction
angle a ∈ A. The set of beamwidths is determined by the number of sectors of the antenna.
Furthermore, the transmitter can choose between a discrete number of angles in the range
[0°, 360°).

For the calculation of the directional antenna gain, we will use a symmetrical antenna model
using an average side-lobe level and Gaussian shape main-lobe from [28]. This model is used
in the mmWave-based IEEE 802.15.3c standard and is considered simple, yet realistic. The
directional antenna gain G of a node transmitting using half-power beamwidth w (in degrees),
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observed at an angle α ∈ [−180°, 180°) relative to the direction of transmission, is given by:

G(w,α) =

G0 − 3.01 · (2αw )2, 0 ≤ |α| ≤ wml/2

Gsl, wml/2 ≤ |α| ≤ 180°
(3.2a)

wml = 2.58 · w (3.2b)

G0 = 20 log10

(
1.6162

sin(w/2)

)
(3.2c)

Gsl = −0.4111 · ln(w)− 10.579 (3.2d)

where wml is the main lobe width (in degrees), which may range from 15° to 60°. G0 is the
maximum antenna gain and Gsl is the side lobe gain. A polar plot of the directional antenna
gain for different beamwidths is given in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Polar plot of the directional antenna gain for different beamwidths, directed towards 0°.

If a node has been addressed as a receiver, it will point its antenna towards the transmitter
using the narrowest possible beamwidth wmin, resulting in an antenna gain equal to G0(wmin).
The power from transmitter T using beamwidth w as received at an angle α at the receiver
R is then given by:

PT→R = PT +G(w,α) +G0(wmin)− PLT→R(dT→R). (3.3)

A mmWave transmission is possible if the power from transmitter to receiver is higher than
a certain threshold, the receiver sensitivity Psens (in dBm), such that the signal can still be
decoded. The receiver sensitivity is defined by the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS)
that is used, based on a maximum allowed Packet Error Ratio (PER) and the specified data
rate r (in Mbps) for that MCS. The directional multi-gigabit PHY specification of the IEEE
802.11 standard [29] comprises of 31 different MCSs (19 for Single Carrier (SC) and 12 for
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)), giving an equal number of distinct
receiver sensitivity and data rate combinations. The available data rates r comprise the set
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D and the corresponding receiver sensitivity is given by Psens(r). Unless otherwise specified,
the parameters used in this paper are as given in Table 3.1. For the specified receiver sensi-
tivities, 5 dB implementation loss and 10 dB noise factor are taken into account.

Table 3.1: Parameters for the system as used in this thesis.

Parameter Value(s) Unit
A {0, 1, 2, ..., 359} ◦

W {15, 30, 45, 60, 360} ◦

r ∈ D; Psens(r) {693; -66, 866.25; -64, 1386; -63, 1732.5; -62, 2079; -60,
2772; -58, 3465; -56, 4158; -54, 4504.5; -53, 5197.5; -51,
6237; -49, 6756.75; -47} (Each MCS of OFDM.)

Mbps; dBm

PT 10 dBm

#obstacles: A; C

0: 1.77; 70
1: 1.71; 78.6
2: 0.635; 115
>2: 0.362; 126

-; dB

S 300 Mbits
Car width 2 m
Car length 5 m

While it is not possible for a node to transmit or receive multiple messages at a time, con-
current transmissions between sets of nodes that do not overlap are possible. For the sake
of simplicity, we will not take interference that might occur due to concurrent transmissions
into account. Due to the directivity of the antennas, especially the receiving beam, the influ-
ence of interference will be limited in realistic scenarios. Moreover, as moving vehicles keep
distance between each other, their antennas will not be very close to each other, such that it
is unlikely that they pick up significant power from unwanted signals.

The complete system has now been described. Next, for any possible scenario we want to find
the best route and schedule for mmWave transmissions, such that the most intended receivers
are reached before the timeout, for each generated message. Before designing a practical and
distributed algorithm for this, first the optimal solution is determined via linear programming
in the next chapter.



Chapter 4

Optimal routing and scheduling via
linear programming

In this chapter, an optimal solution is searched for the routing and scheduling of mmWave
transmissions by modeling the system as a mixed-integer linear program (MILP). In this
situation, every vehicle is aware of the location of all other nodes and the scheduling of all
transmissions. Normally, information about this should be obtained via sub-6GHz communi-
cation, but the overhead introduced by this is left out of the program. Besides, the generation
of mmWave geocasts and their corresponding intended receivers is known upfront. In this
way, the solution is determined by viewing the problem from the perspective of an oracle,
which looks back in time.
The objective is to maximize the number of intended receivers reached before the timeout, for
all generated messages during the considered time. We will introduce the notion of frames,
which are opportunities to send a mmWave transmission, denoted by F = {· · · , fi, . . . }. For
each frame that is used, the message that is included in the transmission and the start time,
transmitter and receiver set of the transmission should be specified. These are the decision
variables for the program.
We will model the system as described in the previous chapter. As explained, the input
of the system is a topology of nodes with a list of mmWave messages generated during the
considered time. Thus, for the generation time of the messages holds:

tmin ≤ tgenmj
≤ tmax ∀mj . (4.1)

For each message, the origin node and intended receivers are specified. The set of intended
receivers Rmj for a message mj is not empty and will never include the origin node nmj ,
since it generated the message. This is given by:

Rmj 6= ∅ ⊆ N \ nmj ∀mj . (4.2)

Whether a specific node n is an intended receiver for message mj is specified by the binary
variable ρmj ,n. Furthermore, whether node n is the origin node of message mj is captured

14
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by the binary variable omj ,n. Only one node can be the origin node, as given by:∑
n∈N

omj ,n = 1 ∀mj . (4.3)

First, we will pre-process the input scenario in order to obtain the rest of the parameters
that are given as input to the MILP, which is explained hereafter.

4.1 Pre-processing input parameters

In order to find the optimal solution, we need to provide all possible receiver sets for all nodes
as input to the program, such that any way of reaching the intended receivers, possibly via
relaying, is considered. We will generate these receiver sets upfront, which are determined
by taking the antenna and propagation models into account. For each node in the topology,
an exhaustive search through all possible beamwidths, data rates and transmission direction
angles is done. If the condition PT→R(w, a) ≥ Psens(r) is met, receiver R is a reachable
receiver for transmitter T using the combination with beamwidth w, data rate r and trans-
mission direction angle a. The distinct receiver sets that can be reached via a combination
are determined by the powerset (except the empty set) of all receivers for which the condition
holds. For each distinct receiver set that can be reached with any of the combinations, only
the combination with highest data rate is saved, in order to limit the solution space. This
preserves optimality, since reaching the same set of receivers at a lower data rate will never
lead to reaching more intended receivers before the timeout.
From the reasoning above follows that the same beam might be used to reach a different set
of receivers. As an example, consider the scenario with three nodes in a linear topology as in
Figure 4.1. The coverage drawn here also incorporates the maximum receiver antenna gain,
G0(wmin).

Figure 4.1: Three nodes in linear topology, showing the coverage of the beamwidth, data rate and angle com-
bination for all sets of reachable receivers for node 0.

The sets of receivers that can be reached for transmitter 0 are {1} and {1, 2}, with data
rates of 3.5 and 0.7 Mbps, respectively. The sets in the powerset (except the empty set) of
the reachable receivers of node 0 are: {1}, {2} and {1, 2}. If node 0 chooses set {1}, it will
use the combination that only covers node 1, because it has the highest data rate. On the
other hand, if it chooses set {2}, the only option it has is to use the combination that also
covers node 1. However, if it does not address node 1 for this frame, node 1 will not point
its antenna and will still be available for other transmissions during that time.
If multiple combinations obtain the same data rate, the combination with narrowest beamwidth
is selected. This is not strictly necessary, since interference is neglected, but intuitively this
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seems a better choice, as it improves the directivity towards the receiver. Besides, the trans-
mission direction angle is chosen arbitrarily if multiple are valid for a receiver set.
All distinct receiver sets Rl that are given as input to the program comprise the set R.
Whether a receiver R is included in receiver set Rl is defined by the binary variable xRl,R.
If a node T is the transmitter of receiver set Rl, the binary variable yRl,T takes a value of 1.
The transmitter of a receiver set cannot be in the receiver set itself:

yRl,n + xRl,n ≤ 1 ∀Rl, ∀n. (4.4)

The duration δsRl
corresponding to the time it takes to reach a receiver set is determined by

the data rate used. If for a receiver set Rl a data rate r can be achieved, this is given by:

δsRl
=

S

r
, (4.5)

where S is the fixed size of a mmWave message in Mbits.
The program decides on the number of frames to use to send mmWave messages. It can use
the frames from the set F , which comprises F = M · (N − 1) frames, where M is the number
of messages generated during the considered time and N is the number of nodes. This is
defined such that every message may be sent to all nodes that are not the origin node. This
bound does not lead to an additional constraint, as follows from the following reasoning. A
receiver set cannot be empty, so at most one frame per intended receiver is needed. The
maximum number of intended receivers of a message equals N −1. Furthermore, a node only
needs to receive the message once. Thus, at most N − 1 frames per message are needed to
maximize the objective.
Now, all input parameters are determined and we will define the decision and helper variables
of the program hereafter.

4.2 Program formulation

The decision variables are given as follows. If and only if the program decides to use frame fi,
the binary variable qfi takes the value 1. If the frame is used, the mmWave message mj that
is included in it should be selected. The binary value sfi,mj

specifies whether message mj

is included in frame fi. Furthermore, a transmitter T and receiver set Rl are assigned to a
frame that is used. The binary decision variables ufi,T and wfi,Rl

define whether transmitter
T and receiver set Rl are assigned to frame fi. Lastly, the program should choose the start
time of a frame, as defined by decision variable tstartfi

.
In this way, the program ultimately creates a transmission schedule to which all the nodes
have to comply in order to obtain the optimal solution. A valid mmWave transmission
schedule for the example scenario from Figure 3.1 is given in Figure 4.2. For each frame in
the figure, it is specified which message is included, which node is the transmitter, at which
time the frame starts, which beamwidth, data rate and transmission direction angle are used,
and to which receiver set it is sent. The antenna beams are shown in the plots with positions
of the nodes on the right.
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Figure 4.2: Output for the example scenario of Figure 3.1.

Next, we will formulate the constraints step by step. Some helper variables are needed to
formulate these, which we will introduce along the way. The definition for the symbols of
the parameters, decision variables and helper variables used in the MILP are summarized in
Table 4.1. The program described hereafter is linear, because it can be written using linear
constraints only. The program includes both binary and continuous variables. Therefore, the
program is categorized as mixed-integer.
The constraints for the domain of the variables are defined as follows:

qfi ∈ {0, 1} ∀fi (4.6)
sfi,mj

∈ {0, 1} ∀fi,∀mj (4.7)
ufi,T ∈ {0, 1} ∀fi,∀T (4.8)

wfi,Rl
∈ {0, 1} ∀fi,∀Rl (4.9)

tstartfi
∈ R≥0 ∀fi (4.10)

δffi ∈ R≥0 ∀fi (4.11)

vfi,R ∈ {0, 1} ∀fi,∀R (4.12)
φ<
fi,fi′

∈ {0, 1} ∀fi,∀fi′ (4.13)

s<fi,mj
∈ {0, 1} ∀fi,∀mj (4.14)

ρsfi,mj ,R
∈ {0, 1} ∀fi,∀mj ,∀R (4.15)

lfi,fi′ ,mj ,n ∈ {0, 1} ∀fi,∀fi′ ,∀mj , ∀n. (4.16)

To start with, Constraints 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19 ensure that if a frame is used, there is ex-
actly one message included, one transmitter assigned and one receiver set selected for it,
respectively. ∑

mj∈M
sfi,mj

= qfi ∀fi (4.17)

∑
T∈N

ufi,T = qfi ∀fi (4.18)∑
Rl∈R

wfi,Rl
= qfi ∀fi (4.19)

Following, Constraint 4.20 specifies that if a receiver set is assigned to a frame, the transmitter
corresponding to this set should send the frame. Furthermore, if a receiver is addressed in a
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Table 4.1: Symbols and definitions for the parameters, decision and helper variables used in the MILP.

Symbol Definition
Parameters
N = {· · · , n/T/R, . . . } Nodes
F = {· · · , fi, . . . } MmWave frames
M = {· · · , mj , . . . } MmWave messages
R = {· · · , Rl, . . . } Set of all possible receiver sets
tgenmj generation time (in s) for message mj

O timeout of a mmWave message (in s)
ρmj ,n 1 ⇐⇒ n is intended receiver for mj

omj ,n 1 ⇐⇒ n is origin node for mj

xRl,R 1 ⇐⇒ receiver R is in set Rl

yRl,T 1 ⇐⇒ T is transmitter for set Rl

δsRl
duration (in s) for transmission to Rl

Decision variables
qfi 1 ⇐⇒ frame fi is used
sfi,mj

1 ⇐⇒ message mj is included in fi

ufi,T 1 ⇐⇒ transmitter T sends fi

wfi,Rl
1 ⇐⇒ receiver set Rl is included in fi

tstartfi
start time of frame fi

Helper variables
δffi duration (in s) of frame fi

vfi,R 1 ⇐⇒ receiver R is addressed in fi

φ<
fi,fi′

1 ⇐⇒ frame fi ends before start of frame fi′

s<fi,mj
1 ⇐⇒ frame fi containing mj ends before timeout

ρsfi,mj ,R
1 ⇐⇒ intended receiver R for message mj is reached in time in fi

lfi,fi′ ,mj ,n 1 ⇐⇒ node n received message mj in frame fi′ before fi
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frame, the specific set that contains this receiver should be chosen for the frame, as modeled
by Constraint 4.21. Lastly, Constraint 4.22 ensures that the duration of a frame is equal to
what is given for the receiver set that is selected for the frame.

2 · wfi,Rl
≤ ufi,T + yRl,T ∀fi,∀Rl,∀T (4.20)

2 · vfi,R ≤ wfi,Rl
+ xRl,R ∀fi,∀Rl,∀R (4.21)

δffi =
∑
Rl∈R

wfi,Rl
· δsRl

∀fi (4.22)

Next, if a message is included in a frame, the frame should start at a time equal to or greater
than the generation time of that message, which is ensured by Constraint 4.23.

tstartfi
≥ sfi,mj

· tgenmj
∀fi, ∀mj (4.23)

Constraint 4.24 enforces the helper variable φ<
fi,fi′

to be 1 if and only if frame fi′ starts not
earlier than the end of another frame fi, i.e. these frames do not overlap.

φ<
fi,fi′

= 1 ⇐⇒ tstartfi
+ δffi ≤ tstartfi′

∀fi,∀fi′ , fi 6= fi′ (4.24)

A node cannot transmit and receive simultaneously, and a transmitter or receiver can be
involved in a single transmission only. Therefore, Constraint 4.25 ensures that if a node is
the transmitter of frame fi and a receiver of frame fi′ , these should be sent at non-overlapping
times. Furthermore, we ensure by Constraint 4.26 that frames may not overlap if a node is
the transmitter for both and by Constraint 4.27 if a node is a receiver of distinct frames.

ufi,n + vfi′ ,n ≤ φ<
fi,fi′

+ φ<
fi′ ,fi

+ 1 ∀fi, ∀fi′ , fi 6= fi′ ,∀n (4.25)

ufi,T + ufi′ ,T ≤ φ<
fi,fi′

+ φ<
fi′ ,fi

+ 1 ∀fi, ∀fi′ , fi 6= fi′ ,∀T (4.26)

vfi,R + vfi′ ,R ≤ φ<
fi,fi′

+ φ<
fi′ ,fi

+ 1 ∀fi, ∀fi′ , fi 6= fi′ ,∀R (4.27)

In order to allow relaying, it should be specified whether a node already received a message,
for which we introduce the helper variable lfi,fi′ ,mj ,n. This variable equals 1 if the frame fi

containing message mj is received by node n at a time before frame fi′ starts. To enforce
this, we formulate Constraint 4.28:

3 · lfi,fi′ ,mj ,n ≤ φ<
fi,fi′

+ sfi,mj
+ vfi,n ∀fi,∀fi′ , fi 6= fi′ ,∀mj , ∀n (4.28)

Constraint 4.29 ensures that a message can only be included in a frame if the transmitter
of that frame is the origin node of that message, or it received the message in a frame that
ended before the start of the current frame.

sfi,mj
+ ufi,n ≤ omj ,n +

∑
fi′∈F\fi

lfi,fi′ ,mj ,n + 1 ∀fi, ∀mj ,∀n (4.29)

A successful transmission reaches a receiver before the timeout of the message that it contains,
for which we introduce the helper variable s<fi,mj

. Constraint 4.30 defines that if this variable
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equals 1, the message mj is included in the frame. Furthermore, the frame fi should end
before the timeout of mj , which is ensured by Constraint 4.31.

s<fi,mj
≤ sfi,mj

∀fi, ∀mj (4.30)

s<fi,mj
= 1 =⇒ tstartfi

+ δffi ≤ tgenmj
+O ∀fi, ∀mj (4.31)

Finally, for a receiver R to be successfully reached with message mj in a frame fi (represented
by ρsfi,mj ,R

= 1), the following three constraints must hold: the receiver should be an intended
receiver for the specific message, the receiver should be addressed in the frame and the frame
including this message is received before the timeout. This is ensured by Constraint 4.32.
Moreover, once the receiver successfully received the message in a frame, delivery of the same
message in another frame does not count as a successful transmission anymore, as Constraint
4.33 specifies.

3 · ρsfi,mj ,R
≤ ρmj ,R + vfi,R + s<fi,mj

∀fi,∀mj , ∀R (4.32)

ρsfi,mj ,R
≤ 1−

∑
fi′∈F\fi

ρsfi′ ,mj ,R
∀fi,∀mj , ∀R (4.33)

All constraints are now formulated. The objective is to maximize the number of intended
receivers that receive a mmWave message before the timeout, summed over all messages and
all frames, as given in 4.34:

maximize
∑
fi∈F

∑
mj∈M

∑
R∈N

ρsfi,mj ,R
. (4.34)

This objective might lead to several solutions if the timeout is set loose. In order to optimize
it even further, we will introduce a second objective with lower priority. This objective
minimizes the delay between message generation and the time at which the last frame ends,
for each message. This is formulated as:

minimize
∑

mj∈M
max
∀fi∈F

{sfi,mj
· (tstartfi

+ δffi − tgenmj
)}. (4.35)

Several other relevant objectives can be thought of, for example to maximize the number of
messages that reach all intended receivers. However, these are left out of consideration for
this research.
Summarizing, the complete program (omitting the domain constraints) is formulated as on
the following page. The MILP presented here is implemented using the mathematical opti-
mization solver Gurobi [30]. Constraints that include a condition can be implemented using
indicator constraints. For larger scenarios, the number of input variables and therefore also
the computation time of the solver increases rapidly. Some settings are used to speed up the
computation time, for example to use more aggressive cuts, but these might lead to numerical
issues. Therefore, solutions that include invalid results will be filtered out.

To conclude, a MILP is set up which can be used to find an optimal solution for the schedul-
ing of mmWave transmissions to maximize the number of intended receivers reached given
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a certain scenario by mathematical optimization. Due to the high complexity of this opti-
mal solution, we will design a lower-complexity heuristic for the problem. The solver will
be used later in order to compare the performance of the heuristic algorithm with the op-
timal solution. The next chapter introduces the devised heuristic for the formulated problem.

1) maximize
∑
fi∈F

∑
mj∈M

∑
R∈N

ρsfi,mj ,R

2) minimize
∑

mj∈M
max
∀fi∈F

{sfi,mj
· (tstartfi

+ δffi − tgenmj
)}

subject to
∑

mj∈M
sfi,mj

= qfi ∀fi∑
T∈N

ufi,T = qfi ∀fi∑
Rl∈R

wfi,Rl
= qfi ∀fi

2 · wfi,Rl
≤ ufi,T + yRl,T ∀fi, ∀Rl, ∀T

2 · vfi,R ≤ wfi,Rl
+ xRl,R ∀fi, ∀Rl, ∀R

δffi =
∑
Rl∈R

wfi,Rl
· δsRl

∀fi

tstartfi
≥ sfi,mj

· tgenmj
∀fi, ∀mj

φ<
fi,fi′

= 1 ⇐⇒ tstartfi
+ δffi ≤ tstartfi′

∀fi, ∀fi′ , fi 6= fi′

ufi,n + vfi′ ,n ≤ φ<
fi,fi′

+ φ<
fi′ ,fi

+ 1 ∀fi, ∀fi′ , fi 6= fi′ ,∀n

ufi,T + ufi′ ,T ≤ φ<
fi,fi′

+ φ<
fi′ ,fi

+ 1 ∀fi, ∀fi′ , fi 6= fi′ ,∀T

vfi,R + vfi′ ,R ≤ φ<
fi,fi′

+ φ<
fi′ ,fi

+ 1 ∀fi, ∀fi′ , fi 6= fi′ ,∀R

3 · lfi,fi′ ,mj ,n ≤ φ<
fi,fi′

+ sfi,mj
+ vfi,n ∀fi, ∀fi′ , fi 6= fi′ ,∀mj , ∀n

sfi,mj
+ ufi,n ≤ omj ,n +

∑
fi′∈F\fi

lfi,fi′ ,mj ,n + 1 ∀fi, ∀mj ,∀n

s<fi,mj
≤ sfi,mj

∀fi, ∀mj

s<fi,mj
= 1 =⇒ tstartfi

+ δffi ≤ tgenmj
+O ∀fi, ∀mj

3 · ρsfi,mj ,R
≤ ρmj ,R + vfi,R + s<fi,mj

∀fi, ∀mj ,∀R

ρsfi,mj ,R
≤ 1−

∑
fi′∈F\fi

ρsfi′ ,mj ,R
∀fi, ∀mj ,∀R



Chapter 5

Breakdown of the routing and
scheduling problem

In the following chapters, a heuristic algorithm with lower computational complexity will be
presented. Before doing so, we first break the problem of routing and scheduling mmWave
transmissions down into several steps in this chapter. These steps are called link assessment,
graph reduction and transmission tree generation, which will be presented below.

Link assessment
We need to evaluate if a link between a transmitter and a receiver set is possible, meaning
that there exists an antenna beam such that the complete set can be reached. Furthermore,
if a beam exists, the transmission direction angle and beamwidth should be chosen such that
the datarate is maximized. We will call this the link assessment process. As explained, the
node does this based on position information and antenna and propagation models, rather
than beam training via DMG frames. As mentioned before, it has been shown that this
method can outperform traditional beamforming in [4].
The complexity of the link assessment problem depends on the number of supported beamwidths,
data rates and transmission direction angles. The antenna gain model presented in Equa-
tion 3.2 is valid for half-power beamwidths of 15° to 60°. As follows from Table 3.1, we
will consider five different beamwidths, such that W = {15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 360°}. For the
omnidirectional beam, a transmitting gain of 0 dB is assumed.
Furthermore, only the MCSs of OFDM will be used, leading to 12 different data rates. This
already leads to 60 beams with different coverage, which are shown in Figure 5.1. The cov-
erage of beams using the same width are shown with the same color. The beam with largest
vertical coverage is achieved with the lowest data rate (693 Mbps), and for each increasing
data rate, the vertical coverage decreases. The receiver antenna gain (using beamwidth wmin)
is already taken into account here.
It can be seen that a wider beamwidth results into more horizontal coverage (meaning perpen-
dicular to the direction of transmission) at the expense of vertical coverage (in the direction
of transmission). The needed beamwidth depends on the maximum separation angle the
receivers have as seen from the transmitter. However, sorting solely on the maximum width
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Figure 5.1: Coverage of all supported beams transmitted from (0,0) towards positive x-axis.

of a beam is not applicable here, since it is important at which vertical distance a certain
width is achieved. On the other hand, a lower data rate results in increased coverage in all
directions. Therefore, if a wider beam is needed for a certain set, lowering the data rate is
an option as well.
Besides, the beams can be pointed 360° around. Finding the right transmission angle is also
not trivial due to the shape of the beam coverage, except for a beamwidth of 360°. This
will be covered in Chapter 6. In the worst case, all possible transmission angles need to be
evaluated. We will use a granularity of 1° in the remainder of this thesis, which results into
360 possible angles. In total, in the worst case per link (|W|−1) · |D| · |A|+ |D| combinations
need to be evaluated, where we only consider the different data rates for the omnidirectional
beam. This will be a total of 17292 combinations considering the aforementioned sets.

To show the complexity of the link assessment process, we will give an example. In the
scenario of Figure 5.2, two receivers are at the same distance d to a transmitter, at a cer-
tain separation angle β as seen from the transmitter. In Figure 5.3, it can be seen which
beamwidth is needed to reach both receivers at the same time and achieve the highest data
rate. It is shown for a separation angle of 0-179° (in steps of 1°) and a distance of 0-350 m (in
steps of 1 m). The maximum distance that can be reached for a certain data rate is shown.
Firstly, it is expected that allowing even more beamwidths will not significantly contribute
to better performance, as the figure shows a smooth transition between the beamwidths for
the maximum distance covered along a wider separation angle.
Already in this scenario, it is not trivial to determine which beamwidth to use and what the
maximum data rate is that can be used. Let alone that there might be multiple receivers
that can be at various distances to the transmitter. When the optimal solution needs to be
found this is determined exhaustively, meaning that every possible beamwidth, data rate and
transmission direction angle is evaluated. However, for a high number of nodes, this will lead
to relatively high computation time, so a sophisticated heuristic approach is needed. This
will be presented in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.2: Scenario with one transmitter
and two receivers at the same distance d

to the transmitter, at a certain separation
angle β.

Figure 5.3: Beamwidth that results in the highest data rate at
varying separation angle β and distance d to the transmitter,
along with maximum distance reached for all data rates.

Graph reduction
Using the link assessment step, it can be determined whether there exists a link between a
node and a receiver set. Then, mmWave transmissions using (some of) the possible links
should be scheduled. Using sub-6GHz information, there are advantages above geographic
routing in which only the location of the destination is known. Namely, a topology of all
nodes within sub-6GHz range can be set up. Another approach for determining to determine
which transmissions are needed is to consider the choice for the first transmission (hop) only.
In this way, a path to the destination is found greedily by forwarding via hops, as is done
by Geographic Source Routing. However, the best choice for the first hop is not necessarily
the best choice for the complete path. And even worse, it causes the risk of ending up at
a point where no further improvement is possible, if at that point there exists no link to-
wards the destination anymore. Hence, since a spatial aware and farsighted vision (namely
the sub-6GHz range) is available, a more promising approach is to create a route up to the
destinations. Out of the numerous valid routes that exist, we want to find the paths that
eventually maximize the number of intended receivers reached before the timeout. Such rout-
ing problems are usually represented using graphs. This specific problem can be represented
by a directed hypergraph, see Figure 5.4.
In a hypergraph, an edge (called a hyperedge) can join any number of vertices. A directed
hyperedge represents which receivers (vertices) a transmitter will address, if this is possible
using a specific beamwidth, data rate and angle combination. Thus, the hypergraph consists
of hyperedges with one tail vertex and (possibly) multiple head vertices, which are also called
F-hyperedges.
In the problem defined before, the origin node needs to reach the intended receivers only, but
can use a path via other nodes by relaying. Thus, the problem is to find an optimal inter-
connect from a transmitter (root vertex) to a given set of vertices (terminals) and a certain
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Figure 5.4: Directed hypergraph of three vertices (represented by v1 − v3) and seven hyperedges (represented by
e1 − e7), with corresponding cost.

objective function. This is generally referred to as the directed Steiner tree problem or the
Steiner arborescence problem. It has been shown that the complexity of the directed Steiner
tree problem is already NP-hard [31]. In this specific case, it is the Steiner arborescence
problem in hypergraphs [32].
A relevant cost for a hyperedge is the duration of a transmission, which is the message size
divided by the data rate corresponding to the hyperedge. Considering the hypergraph in
Figure 5.4, the minimum Steiner tree for root vertex v1 and terminals {v2, v3} is the edge e1.

Slight changes in real-life scenarios that are represented by these hypergraphs might lead to
different minimum Steiner trees. As an example, consider a hypergraph with three vertices,
one hyperedge joining two vertices and three single edges. This is the representation of a sce-
nario with one transmitter and two intended receivers, see Figure 5.5. The cost of the edges
differ when the receivers are at different vertical distances (d1 and d2, respectively), since dif-
ferent data rates can be achieved. The three options that the transmitter has to reach both
the receivers are as follows: (i) transmit to them individually via a unicast, (ii) transmit via
a unicast to one, which relays it to the other, or (iii) reach both of them at the same time via
a multicast. Figure 5.6 shows which of the options has the lowest total transmission duration
for d1 and d2 varying from 0 to 350 m, with steps of 1 m. A turquoise section corresponds to
the situation in which unicast and relaying result in the same total transmission duration.
In the green areas, relaying is the best option and when a section is colored red, multicast is
favored. The darker the color, the larger the difference with the second-best option.
It can be seen that when the receivers are roughly at the same distance to the transmitter,
it is beneficial to use a multicast. At some points, when using a multicast the datarate to be
used is rather low or there does not even exist an antenna beam that reaches both receivers
at the same time. In these cases, relaying or unicast is the best option. Only when the
receivers are at very distinct distances, letting the transmitter send two unicasts performs
equally well as compared to relaying. In some regions, the color is very light meaning that
there is marginal performance difference between the first and second option. But, it is hard
to generalize where these regions are as we do not see a simple monotone pattern here.
When the hypergraph becomes more complex, the number of options to reach all terminals
grows rapidly. If there exists a link between each node and every distinct receiver set, the
number of links in the hypergraph equals N · (2N−1 − 1). This exponential increase with the
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Figure 5.5: Scenario with one transmitter and two
receivers at varying vertical distance d1 and d2 (left),
with its corresponding hypergraph (right). Figure 5.6: Option with lowest total transmission du-

ration for receivers at varying vertical distances.

number of nodes makes it already hard to determine the best option based on some properties
of the scenario with a relatively small number of nodes. However, the properties of a scenario
can be used to reduce the graph, such that only the vertices and edges that are likely to
contribute to the result will be included. For example, nodes located on the opposite side of
the intended receivers are unlikely to be in the minimum Steiner tree. However, setting up
this graph is not trivial due to the use of relaying and multicast transmissions. We will make
use of the path loss from a node to the intended receivers in order to determine whether it
should be assessed if a link between a node and receiver set exists. This will lead to a reduced
graph with fewer links, as explained in Chapter 7.

Transmission tree generation
Once a reduced graph is obtained, a sophisticated method is needed to find a minimum
Steiner tree, for which several heuristics exist. A different problem arises when we want to
maximize the number of intended receivers reached before the timeout, instead of minimizing
the overall transmission duration. When taking a delay bound into account, finding a mini-
mum Steiner tree is also called the constrained Steiner tree problem [33]. Moreover, since we
are dealing with directional antennas, multiple outgoing edges from the same node should be
considered subsequently, as a node can only transmit or receive one message at a time. In
this case the delay depends on the order at which edges are taken and thus scheduling comes
into play, which has several consequences.
For example, using a multicast, the total transmission duration reaching a set of receivers is
likely to be lower compared to sequential unicast transmissions, but the delay that an indi-
vidual receiver experiences might be higher. If later on this specific receiver should relay the
message, it is scheduled later than in the unicast case, thereby increasing the overall delay,
which might result in fewer receivers reached before the timeout. For example, consider the
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Figure 5.7: Unicast (left) and multicast tree (right) and their corresponding schedules.

trees and their schedules in Figure 5.7. The origin node is represented by v0, which needs to
reach the receivers v1, v2, v3 and v4. The durations of the transmissions represented by the
edges are displayed next to each edge.
On the left, only unicast transmissions are used, whereas on the right, a multicast trans-
mission is used to cover vertices v1, v2 and v3 all at the same time. Although the sum of
transmission durations of the multicast tree is lower than that of the unicast one (4 instead
of 4.5), the unicast transmissions can be scheduled with lower delay, because concurrent
transmissions are possible. This also means that all nodes are already idle at 3.5, whereas
on the right this is only at 4. On the other hand, if v2 or v3 needs to transmit again directly
afterwards, the multicast schedule is more favorable. Thus, the scheduling is of great impor-
tance in finding a tree. Eventually, a transmission tree is found, specifying the frames that
should be used and the order in which they are transmitted, which is explained in Chapter
8. In the remainder of this thesis, we will present different options and methods for the steps
described above. Next to that, we will compare heuristic methods with an exhaustive search
or optimal solution. Figure 5.8 provides an overview of the considered steps and options.
The aforementioned steps are required to solve the problem for one message. When multi-
ple messages are considered, routes need to be found while the scheduling of transmissions
for all messages should be taken into account. Following the analogy of the hypergraph,
multiple Steiner trees need to be packed, in which some vertices should be disjoint during
certain time intervals. Since it is not known upfront when messages arrive, scheduling should
be decided upon dynamically. Moreover, to achieve better joint performance, it will be ad-
dressed in a distributed way, where the additional sub-6GHz layer provides means for. The
implementation of this will be addressed in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 6

Link assessment

Before a node is able to make decisions on transmissions to send, it should determine the
links to possible receiver sets, and which beamwidth, data rate and transmission direction
angle should be used. In other words, the hyperedges and corresponding cost of the directed
hypergraph should be determined. The cost corresponding to an edge will be set equal to the
duration of the transmission. This is determined by the highest supported data rate, such
that the coverage is still sufficient.
Realistic antenna models with various beamwidths, like the one presented in Chapter 3, and
the use of various data rates make determining the link quality based on position informa-
tion a problem on its own. Given the high complexity as presented in Chapter 5, the best
combination of direction angle, beamwidth and data rate, if it exists, will be determined
heuristically. Afterwards, we will assess the performance of the heuristic approach as com-
pared to the exhaustive search method.
The link assessment procedure can be separated into two parts, namely in the case of a uni-
cast (when the receiver set consists of one node) and a multicast transmission. The procedure
for both parts will be described next.

6.1 Unicast

For a unicast transmission, the transmitter will always use the narrowest beamwidth (wmin),
so that the data rate is maximized. Furthermore, the transmission direction angle will be the
one closest to the angle between transmitter and receiver, as calculated from their positions.
With a granularity of 1° for the transmission direction, the observed angle of the transmitting
beam was rounded to 0°, resulting in a gain of G0(wmin), like for the receiving antenna beam.
The data rate to be used will be the maximum available given that the estimated received
power is higher than or equal to the receiver sensitivity. The path loss between transmitter
T and receiver R is needed for this, which is calculated using the distance and the amount
of obstacles between them. The data rate r∗ to be used is then given by:

r∗ = max
r∈D
{r | PT +G0(wmin) +G0(wmin)− PLT→R(dT→R) ≥ Psens(r)}. (6.1)
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The value for r∗ will be the output of a one-dimensional sorted look-up table listing the
minimum received power needed for all data rates as its entries. This lookup table is referred
to as lookUpDatarate further on.

6.2 Multicast

In case of a multicast transmission, the selection of the beamwidth and data rate is based on
three properties of the receiver set. These properties are chosen such that they represent the
topology of the receiver set best, while minimizing the computational costs. Using these prop-
erties, we will create a three-dimensional lookup table, that gives the beamwidth and data
rate to use for the receiver set of interested, which will be called lookUpBeamwidthDatarate.
The first property that is used is the maximum separation angle (maxSepAngle) of all pairs
of receivers as seen from the transmitter. For example, consider the situation of Figure 6.1,
which illustrates the coverage of the optimal beam from transmitter 0 to receivers 1, 2, 3 and
4. The pair with maximum separation angle as seen from the transmitter consists of receiver
1 and 4.

Figure 6.1: Situation with transmitter 0 and receivers 1, 2, 3 and 4, along with the coverage of the optimal
beam for 0 to reach all receivers.

The second property incorporates the distances between the transmitter and each of the
receivers of the aforementioned pair, displayed as d1 and d2 in Figure 6.1. The coverage
perpendicular to the direction of transmission slowly increases for a larger vertical distance
from the transmitter, after which it decreases again. For each beamwidth and data rate,
this gradient is different, as can be seen in Figure 5.1. When incorporating both distances,
the varying horizontal coverage is taken into account on both sides of the beam. Due to the
symmetry of the antenna beam, it is irrelevant whether the receiver with largest distance to
the transmitter is on the right and the one with smallest distance on the left, or vice versa.
Therefore, only the unique combinations of distances to the pair need to be evaluated.
The last property is the maximum path loss (maxPathloss) from the transmitter to any of
the receivers in the set. This property is included as the pair of maximum separation does not
necessarily contain the receiver with maximum path loss, whereas this receiver might cause
that the beam does not suffice, as its received power is too small. For example, in the case
of Figure 6.1, the receiver with the minimum received power is node 3, due to the obstacle
formed by 2. Moreover, the receivers in the pair of maximum separation might be blocked
by obstacles themselves, causing that the beam is deformed and incorporating the distance
to the transmitter is not sufficient for determining whether the beam covers both receivers.
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The lookup table is generated by creating multiple topologies with four nodes; one transmit-
ter and three receivers. The receivers are placed in such a way that all possible values (with a
certain granularity) for the aforementioned properties are evaluated. Two nodes, representing
the pair of maximum separation, are placed at varying separation angles and distances from
the transmitter. The third will be placed in the direction of transmission, at a distance such
that it experiences the maximum path loss. At each topology that is set up, the optimal
beam is determined by an exhaustive search. The beamwidth and data rate of this beam are
inserted at the location in the lookup table corresponding to the properties of this topology.
Then, during the link assessment step, for a receiver set of interest, the three properties
are calculated and rounded towards the granularity used and these values are looked up in
the table. From this follows that the smaller the granularity, the better the performance
of the link assessment algorithm. However, it influences the size of the lookup table and
the computation time for creating it. The value of the properties vary from the minimum
and maximum value they can take such that an antenna beam exists. In Table 6.1, the
minimum, maximum and step size for the parameters to calculate the entries for the tables
lookUpDatarate (for which only the path loss is needed) and lookUpBeamwidthDatarate
that are used throughout this thesis are given. The maximum separation angle is 180°, when
the receivers can be covered by the side lobe or the omnidirectional beam. The maximum
distance is calculated from the maximum path loss that results in sufficient received power
(as calculated by Equation 3.3) for the lowest data rate considering zero obstacles, using the
narrowest beamwidth wmin and observed angle α = 0°.

Parameter Minimum Maximum Step size Unit
maxSepAngle 0 180 3 ◦

distances 0 340 5 m
maxPathloss 0 126 PL(d) with d step of 1 m dB

Table 6.1: Minimum, maximum and step for parameters to calculate the lookup tables.

From the created lookup table, the beamwidth and data rate to use for a receiver set are
derived. Subsequently, the optimal transmission direction angle can be computed. It may
seem straightforward to point the beam halfway between the pair of maximum separation.
However, this does not guarantee to cover all receivers, because the width varies along the
vertical direction, causing that receivers at different vertical distances have different margins
to the side of the beam. Therefore, for the calculation of the transmission direction angle,
for all receivers, the margin towards the side of the beam coverage is determined, when the
beam is pointed directly towards this receiver. See Figure 6.2 for an example when the beam
is pointed towards receiver 1. The coverage shown is again calculated including maximum
receiver antenna gain.
As a following step, the beam will be rotated by an angle equal to the determined margin,
such that one receiver will be just inside the beam. It is rotated in the direction where most
of the receivers are, creating the largest coverage for the remaining receivers. The angle re-
sulting from this is calculated by the function calcAngleFromMargin(T , R, w, r). In Figure
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Figure 6.2: Coverage of the beam pointed towards 1 and the margin towards the side of the coverage.

6.2, the beam will be rotated towards 4, such that both 1 and 4 are just inside the beam
coverage.
If the values of w and r resulting from the lookup table form a beam with which all receivers
can be reached, a transmission direction angle will be found that covers them in this way.
However, even if the properties have valid values such that they can be looked up in the table,
it is not guaranteed that all receivers can be reached with the resulting parameters. Firstly,
this can be caused by rounding of the properties, such that the resulting parameters of the
lookup table are not valid. Furthermore, it can be caused by a receiver that is not in the pair
of maximum separation, but it is located at a distance where the beam is narrow, causing it to
fall out of coverage. Lastly, if the receiver with maximum path loss observes the transmitting
beam at a rather large angle after the choice for a, the antenna gain might not suffice for
it to receive the signal, because the value in the lookup table is calculated for a receiver in
the direction of transmission. These imperfections lead to performance loss, caused by the
choice for including only these three properties, which cannot cover all possible topologies.
On the other hand, once the parameters a, w and r are calculated, an additional check can
be performed at a relatively low cost in order to filter out falsely assigned beams. Only if
for all receivers in the receiver set their received power is at least the required sensitivity
the selected combination is used. This is evaluated by the function checkAllReachable(T ,
R, w, r, a). If for none of the receivers rotating the beam with a margin such that it is
just within the beam leads into coverage for all receivers, the conclusion is that no beam is
possible.

The procedure for determining the transmission angle, beamwidth and data rate to use for a
transmitter and a certain receiver set is summarized in Algorithm 1.
As the maximum separation between all pairs of receivers needs to be determined, the com-
plexity of this algorithm is equal to O(|R|·(|R|−1)). Thus, instead of the number of available
beamwidths, data rates and angles, the complexity of assigning a link depends on the size of
the receiver set for the heuristic method. Typically, multicasts will need to be evaluated for
a limited receiver set size, which makes the heuristic favorable in terms of complexity.
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Algorithm 1: Determine a, w and r for a transmitter T and receiver set R.
Input : Transmitter T , receiver set R and coordinates of all discovered nodes.
Output: Transmission angle (a), beamwidth (w) and data rate (r) to use.

if |R| ≥ 2 then /* Multicast */
maxSepAngle ← Maximum separation angle between all pairs in R.
d1, d2 ← Distances to pair of maximum separation.
Determine the obstacles between T and each receiver.
maxPathloss ← Highest path loss for all receivers, taking obstacles into account.
Round maxSepAngle, distances and maxPathloss towards granularity used in
lookup table.

w, r ← lookUpBeamwidthDatarate(maxSepAngle, distances, maxPathloss)
foreach R ∈ R do

a ← calcAngleFromMargin(T , R, w, r)
result ← checkAllReachable(T , R, w, r, a)
if result == True then

return a, w, r

return 0, 0, 0 /* No beam possible. */

else /* Unicast */
a ← Angle towards receiver, rounded towards transmission angle granularity.
Determine distance and obstacles between T and the receiver.
PLT→R ← Pathloss from T to receiver, taking obstacles into account.
r ← lookUpDatarate(PLT→R)
return a, wmin, r

6.3 Evaluation

In this section, the performance of the heuristic algorithm will be evaluated by checking
whether the beam parameters are correctly assigned for multiple artificial topologies. Fur-
thermore, its computation time will be evaluated against the exhaustive search. Then, we
will introduce realistic topologies that will be used in the remainder of this thesis. We will use
these to show the performance degradation when the input for the mathematical optimizer
is generated via the heuristic method.

Performance of beam parameters assignment in artificial scenarios
The performance of the multicast link assessment part of Algorithm 1 is evaluated by cre-
ating artificial scenarios with one transmitter and two to four receivers. The first receiver
is placed randomly around the transmitter, while assuring it is in range of the beam with
minimum data rate and beamwidth. The following receivers are placed closely around the
other receivers such that it is likely that they are reachable using one transmission. The
horizontal position may not differ more than 42 m from the already placed receivers. The
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of the relative data rate selection for true positives.

maximum vertical position is such that the receiver can be reached by the transmitter using
the beam with maximum data rate and minimum beamwidth, if pointed in the direction of
the other receivers. For each of the generated scenarios, an optimal beam is looked for by an
exhaustive search and a beam will be searched for using lookUpBeamwidthDatarate. If both
methods find a beam that reaches all receivers, this is defined as a true positive. If using
the exhaustive search a beam is found, as well as when using lookUpBeamwidthDatarate,
but the check checkAllReachable() fails, this outcome is considered as a false positive. If
none of the methods finds a beam, it is called a true negative. Lastly, if using the exhaustive
search a beam is found, but using the look-up table no beam is found, a false negative result
is obtained.
Evaluating 10,000 of these scenarios results in a false positive rate of 2.45% and a false neg-
ative rate of 15.48%. However, when the additional check checkAllReachable() is used in
the algorithm, all false positives will become true negatives. Thus, in 15.48% of the cases no
beam is found by the heuristic method, while there does exist one that reaches all receivers.
Still, when a beam is found, the heuristic method may assign a data rate that is lower than
the one assigned via an exhaustive search. The distribution of relative data rate choices in
case of a true positive outcome is shown in Figure 6.3. A value of −1 means that the heuris-
tic method chose a data rate that is one lower (in the set D) than the one assigned by the
exhaustive search.
It can be seen that in around 87% of the cases, the same data rate as the exhaustive search
is selected. Furthermore, in around 12% of the cases, one data rate lower than the optimal
one is chosen. In less than 1% of the cases a data rate is chosen that is even lower than this.
So, the overall performance degradation is that about 15% of the beams are not detected and
13% of the detected beams use a data rate that is too low.

Next, the exhaustive search and heuristic methods are evaluated in terms of their computa-
tion times. Both methods are implemented using Python and evaluated using 5,000 of the
aforementioned artificial scenarios on a laptop with an Intel i7-6700HQ processor with 16 GB
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RAM. The average computation time per scenario of five runs is taken. This results into
55.6 ms for the exhaustive search, whereas using the lookup table this is 0.842 ms. Thus, for
receiver sets of two to four receivers, finding a beam using the heuristic method takes on
average only 1.5% of the time required by an exhaustive search.

Performance degradation in realistic scenarios
For performance evaluation, we will make use of realistic topologies from a highway scenario
several times in the remainder of this thesis. These topologies are derived from snapshots
of the five-lane US Highway 101, captured in June 2005, as presented in [34]. This dataset
includes, amongst others, the positions of vehicles at every 100 ms during three 15 min inter-
vals. In total the considered segment is 640 m long, but only the first part (starting North)
is considered, such that a fixed number of vehicles is included in a scenario. For small sce-
narios, the vehicles will quickly leave the considered section and others will join, resulting in
snapshots with distinct vehicles after a short time interval. However, due to the way how
traffic behaves, the positions might be related to each other. Therefore, the snapshots with
100 ms separation cannot be considered completely independent. However, for scenarios with
a limited number of nodes, we can evaluate a large number of snapshots. For larger scenarios,
we will take snapshots with at least 20 s separation, but due to the limited dataset size we
will evaluate 100 different snapshots.
For the following evaluation, in total 1000 snapshots at 100 ms intervals containing five nodes
were considered. For each snapshot, a beam was searched via the exhaustive search and
the heuristic method for all possible distinct receiver sets for each transmitter. The number
of distinct receiver sets per transmitter is equal to the size of the powerset of the remaining
nodes (except the empty set), which is 15 in this case. Compared to the exhaustive approach,
the heuristic method produced 34.68% fewer links. This is significantly more than the per-
centage of false negative beams derived before, which is caused by the fact that multiple
distinct receiver sets may use the same calculated properties. For example, if for a receiver
set {1, 2} no beam could be found, there will also be no beam for the receiver set {1, 2, 3} if
node 3 is not in the pair of maximum separation or the receiver with maximum path loss.
However, since in the final mmWave schedule only non-overlapping receiver sets will be in-
cluded, it is expected that the percentage of links that are selected by the optimal solution,
which are not detected by the heuristic link assessment process, is lower. To confirm this,
from each snapshot a scenario is created, in which the northernmost vehicle is designated
as transmitter and from the four remaining nodes, three are randomly assigned as intended
receiver. Then, an optimal solution for scheduling one mmWave message with a timeout of
150 ms is found by solving the MILP using Gurobi. The solver uses the links determined
by an exhaustive search, as explained in Section 4.1. Due to numerical issues, for only 900
scenarios the optimal solution was obtained. From the links chosen by the optimal solution,
on average 15.99% were not detected by the heuristic link assessment process, which is indeed
lower than the total percentage of links that are not included. Nevertheless, it is a significant
performance degradation already at the first step, as a result of using a heuristic method. The
influence of not detecting these links on the overall performance of the heuristic algorithm
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will be evaluated later.

Concluding, we designed a link assessment procedure using lookup tables. For a unicast link,
only the path loss is needed to determine which datarate should be used. For a multicast,
the beam parameters are based on three properties of the receiver set to cover all possible
topologies best. These properties are the maximum separation angle between all pairs of
receivers as seen from the transmitter, the distances to each of this pair and the maximum
path loss to any of the receivers. The procedure has a lower complexity and uses only 1.5%
of the computation time needed by the exhaustive search method for receiver sets of two to
four receivers. This comes, however, at the cost of performance degradation, namely about
16% of the links used by the optimal solution are not detected by the heuristic procedure.



Chapter 7

Graph reduction

Using Algorithm 1, a node can create an overview of the network topology, which includes
all possible unicast and multicast links with their corresponding costs. Given the exponential
increase of the number of links with the number of considered nodes, using such a topology
might lead to a high computation time for creating and evaluating it. Already at this stage,
the number of calculations can be reduced if specific nodes or links that will likely not
contribute to the result are excluded. In this way, a relevant graph G, with useful nodes and
edges E can be created, where an edge E(T →R) represents a link between a transmitter T

and a receiver set R, which has a cost EC(T →R) that is equal to the transmission duration.
To determine which links should be included in the reduced graph and which not, we will
make use of the intended receivers, as we will explain first. Afterwards, we will evaluate the
performance of the graph reduction step by determining the reduction in number of links, and
the percentage of links used by the optimal solution that are also included in the resulting
graph.

7.1 Procedure

As a first step in reducing the graph, only the nodes that have a lower path loss to any in-
tended receiver than the origin node will be used. This is done as it is unlikely that a better
path exists via a node that has a higher path loss, since the total duration of transmissions
needed to reach the intended receiver will likely be higher. The nodes that have a lower path
loss to any intended receiver than the origin node are called Multipoint Relays (MPRs), like
in Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [35]. Furthermore, the origin node and
all intended receivers are MPRs themselves. Only nodes that are an MPR will be included
in the graph.
In addition, we introduce the notion of Multipoint Relay Destinations (MPRDs). The MPRDs
of a node are the intended receivers which can be reached by using this node as MPR. Fur-
thermore, intended receivers are MPRDs for themselves and the origin node has all intended
receivers as its MPRDs.
With the MPRs, we identified the nodes that will be in the graph. Now, let us introduce
how we identify the links that will be in the reduced graph. Only if certain conditions apply,
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a link between an MPRs and a (set of) MPR(s) is evaluated by applying Algorithm 1, the
link assessment step. In this way, fewer receiver sets will need to be evaluated and also fewer
links will appear in the hypergraph. The conditions for evaluating a link are different for a
unicast and a multicast link, which will be explained next.

Unicast condition
A unicast link between two MPRs, specifically from MPRT to MPRR, is evaluated only if
they have an MPRD in common. As the origin node has all intended receivers as MPRDs
and the intended receivers are an MPRD for themselves, links between them will be allowed.
Furthermore, relaying nodes might form a path with lower cost towards an intended receiver
in this way. However, an additional condition is that the path loss between MPRR and at
least one of the shared MPRDs should be lower than or equal to the path loss between MPRT

and this specific MPRD. If this does not hold, MPRR will never have a lower transmission
duration to one of the MPRDs of MPRT , and thus this link can be neglected. Lastly, the
path loss from MPRT to MPRR should be smaller than or equal to the path loss from MPRT

to the specific shared MPRD. Otherwise, it would be favorable to let MPRT directly transmit
to the specific MPRD. The condition for a link from MPRT to MPRR is formally given by:

(∃MPRD ∈ MPRDs(MPRT ) | MPRD ∈ MPRDs(MPRR) ∧

PLMPRR→MPRD ≤ PLMPRT→MPRD ∧

PLMPRT→MPRR
≤ PLMPRT→MPRD). (7.1)

For example, consider the reduced graph in Figure 7.1. In the figure, a node is colored red
if it is an intended receiver, otherwise it is colored blue. Furthermore, each node is labeled
with its ID followed by the list of its MPRDs.

Figure 7.1: Reduced graph with intended receiver 4 and origin node 0.

Node 0 is the origin node, so it has the intended receiver 4 as MPRD. Node 0 cannot reach 3
or 4 directly. Each of the nodes 1, 2 and 3 are an MPR, because their path loss to node 4 is
lower than from node 0 to 4. Besides, node 4 is an MPR for itself. There exist links between
each of the MPRs and node 4, because in this specific case the MPRD is the receiving MPR
itself. Although node 2 has a lower path loss to node 4 than node 1 has, there is no link from
1 to 2, because the path loss of that link is higher than the path loss from 1 directly towards
4. The same holds for the link between 1 and 3. On the other hand, the pathloss between
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node 2 and 3 is lower than from 2 to 4, therefore the link between 2 and 3 is included in the
reduced graph.

Multicast condition
For evaluating a multicast link, we will present two options that pose a trade-off between
computational complexity and performance. The first option is given as follows. Consider
a multicast link from MPRT to a set of MPRs, MPRR. Each MPR in MPRR should
either be an MPRD for MPRT itself, or should have an MPRD that is in the MPRD set of
MPRT , and this MPRD is not included as receiver in this link. Furthermore, for this specific
MPRD, Condition 7.1 should also hold. This ensures that every receiver of this link is either
a destination, or may contribute to reaching one via relaying. The condition of option 1 for
a multicast link from MPRT to MPRR is formally given by:

(MPRR ∈ MPRDs(MPRT ) ∨

(∃MPRD ∈ MPRDs(MPRR) | MPRD ∈ MPRDs(MPRT ) ∧MPRD /∈MPRR)

∀MPRR ∈MPRR). (7.2)

The second option is more strict. Namely, if an MPR in MPRR is not in the MPRD set
of MPRT , it should have a unique MPRD among all MPRDs of the receivers in this link,
that is in the MPRD set of MPRT . The incentive behind this is that every MPR should have
an MPRD that is not handled by the other receivers of the multicast link. The condition of
option 2 for a multicast link from MPRT to MPRR is formally given by:

(MPRR1 ∈ MPRDs(MPRT ) ∨

(∃MPRD ∈ MPRDs(MPRR1) | MPRD ∈ MPRDs(MPRT ) ∧MPRD /∈ MPRDs(MPRR2),

∀MPRR2 ∈MPRR,MPRR2 6= MPRR1),∀MPRR1 ∈MPRR).

(7.3)

As an example, consider the reduced graphs with a common topology, but with different
sets of intended receivers in Figure 7.2. In the figure, single edges are drawn in black and
hyperedges in blue. Hyperedges that will only be included when using option 1 are displayed
with dashed arrows.

Figure 7.2: Reduced graphs for different sets of intended receivers.
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In a), there is no link from 1 to 3, since the path loss from 1 directly to 2 is less. Further-
more, there is no hyperedge from 0 to {1,2}, because then the MPRD of 1 would already
be included in the multicast. In case option 1 is used, there exists a multicast link from 0
to {1,3}, because both nodes have an MPRD that is not included in this multicast (namely
node 2).
In b), there is a hyperedge from 0 to {1,2}, because both are in the MPRD set of 0. In case
option 1 is used, there exists a multicast link from 0 to {1,3}, for the same reason as in a).
Lastly, if it would exist, a multicast link from 3 to {1,2} was also allowed.
In c), node 1 is an MPR for both node 2 and 3, because its path loss to them is lower than
that of node 0. Also, for option 1 there exist hyperedges from 0 to {1,2} and from 0 to {1,3},
because node 1 has an MPRD (either 2 or 3), which is not yet included in the link and is in
the MPRD set of node 0. However, these would not be included using option 2, because 2 is
also an MPRD for 3 and vice versa, thus these are not unique. If it would exist, a multicast
link from 0 to {2,3} would be included in the reduced graph for both options.
The consequence of option 2 is that multicast transmissions in which a receiver has a lower
path loss to an MPRD, but which is not a unique MPRD, are neglected. This choice is made
since usually the difference between path loss to MPRDs within a multicast transmission is
limited, because the receivers should be rather close to each other in order to be included in
a multicast transmission. On the other hand, in order to schedule concurrent transmissions,
there should be multiple relayers available. This is still possible using option 2, but only if
these relayers have different MPRDs, whereas using option 1, this is not a restriction. Fur-
thermore, using option 2, still separate links containing only one of the MPRs that serve the
same MPRD will be included. Since if a beam exists that covers a receiver set also links that
address only a part of this set are valid, this does not lead to excluding links reaching this
MPRD.

The procedure of generating the reduced graph for a given set of intended receivers is given
in Algorithm 2.
In lines 2-10 the useful nodes of the graph, namely the MPRs, and their MPRDs are de-
termined. Then, for each MPR the powerset of the other MPRs is determined (except the
empty set), in order to evaluate all possible distinct receiver sets. If this leads to a set that is
disproportionately large, it can be limited by calculating the powerset of only the reachable
receivers for each MPR. However, then first it should be determined whether a receiver is
reachable for a certain MPR, meaning that the beam of farthest coverage reaches it. For a
rather small set of nodes, this results in unnecessary overhead. Only at the point where the
latter computational overhead outweighs the overhead induced by using simply the powerset
of all MPRs, this should be used.
Subsequently, in lines 11-17 it is evaluated if a link from a MPR to a receiver set should be
evaluated based on the aforementioned conditions. If the conditions apply, Algorithm 1 is
consulted, resulting in an edge with cost equal to the transmission duration, if the link exists.
When all MPRs are assessed, the reduced graph is fully determined.
Since for every MPR, the powerset of the remaining MPRs should be evaluated, the com-
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Algorithm 2: Generate reduced graph G(MPR, E).
Input : Origin node nmj , intended receivers Rmj and coordinates of nodes N .
Output: Reduced graph G(MPR, E) and the MPRDs for each MPR.

1 E ←− ∅ /* Initially no edges in the reduced graph. */
2 MPR←− {nmj} ∪ Rmj /* Origin node and intended receivers are MPRs.

*/
3 MPRD(nmj )←− Rmj /* Origin node has intended receivers as MPRDs.

*/
4 foreach n 6= nmj ∈MPR do
5 MPRD(n)←− {n} /* MPR has itself as MPRD. */

6 foreach R ∈ Rm do /* Determine MPRs and MPRDs. */
7 foreach n ∈ N , n 6= R do
8 if PLn→R < PLnmj→R then
9 MPR←−MPR∪ {n}

10 MPRD(n)←−MPRD(n) ∪ {R}

11 foreach MPR ∈MPR do /* Determine links between MPRs. */
12 ℘(MPR)←− Powerset(MPR \MPR)
13 foreach R ∈ ℘(MPR) do
14 if |R| < 2 then
15 result←− Condition 7.1 holds.
16 else
17 result←− Condition 7.2 or 7.3 holds.

18 if result == True then
19 a,w, r ←− Algorithm 1.
20 if r > 0 then /* Link exists. */
21 EC(MPR →R)←− S

r /* Transmission duration. */
22 E ←− E ∪ {E(MPR →R), EC(MPR →R)}
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plexity of the algorithm equals O(|MPR| · (2|MPR|−1 − 1)). If no reduced graph is used,
this should be evaluated for all nodes in order to obtain all links. Another benefit of the
reduced graph is that if the condition fails, Algorithm 1 does not have to be applied. And
more importantly, it results in fewer available links for creating the transmission tree. The
influence of this step in realistic scenarios is presented next.

7.2 Evaluation

We will assess the reduction in the number of links (both unicast and multicast) in the
reduced graph, either using option 1 or 2, as compared to a graph with all links. The latter is
generated following the procedure on the right in Figure 5.8. When using the reduced graph,
we differentiate between heuristic link assessment (using Algorithm 1) and an exhaustive
search. When using heuristic link assessment in the reduced graph, we will follow the steps
on the left in Figure 5.8. For exhaustive link assessment in the reduced graph, the procedure
on the right is executed, nonetheless only links complying to the conditions of the reduced
graph are allowed.
Next to the reduction in number of links by each of the methods, the percentage of links that
are in the resulting graphs out of the links selected by the optimal outcome (the mathematical
solver in Figure 5.8) is examined. This is done in order to show performance degradation,
since the optimal links will not be a viable solution for the heuristic method. The analysis is
done for 1,000 snapshots from [34] with 100 ms separation, using five nodes and three intended
receivers. The northernmost node was assigned the transmitter and three of the remaining
nodes were randomly assigned to be intended receiver. See Table 7.1 for the results.

Table 7.1: Evaluation of the link assessment and graph reduction steps.

Link assessment Reduced graph Reduction in #links
(%)

Detected links (%)

Heuristic No 34.68 84.01
Exhaustive Yes, option 1 60.65 99.86
Exhaustive Yes, option 2 72.35 95.47
Heuristic Yes, option 1 69.82 83.53
Heuristic Yes, option 2 76.25 81.86

For reference, the results from Section 6.3 are given in the first row.
It can be seen in the second row that with exhaustive link assessment, reducing the graph
using option 1 results in a significant reduction of the number of links, whereas it still includes
almost all links that were selected by the optimal solution. Using option 2 as shown in the
third row, the reduction is around 19% more, but also 4.3% less links are detected.
Using heuristic link assessment, the reduction in number of links is even more, but not to the
extent from Section 6.3. This means that from the links that are lost due to heuristic link
assessment, a significant part would also not be included in the reduced graph. It can also
be seen that the percentage of detected links for all links is 84.01%, while using the reduced
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graph it is only slightly lower, namely 83.53% for option 1 and 81.86% for option 2. The
difference in terms of links reduction between option 1 and 2 for heuristic link assessment is
9%, resulting in 2% less links that are correctly included.

In conclusion, we reduced the graph resulting from a topology by formulating conditions
that state whether a node or link should be included, based on the intended receivers that
the nodes can serve. For a multicast link, two options were presented, of which the latter is
more strict. From the results, we conclude that the graph reduction step leads to a significant
reduction in the number of links in the graph, while it does not perform much worse, especially
as compared to the result after heuristic link assessment. Furthermore, option 2 leads to a
limited additional number of non-detected links, while it reduces the amount of links in the
graph significantly. So, the graph reduction step with option 2, i.e. Constraint 7.3, will be
used in the remainder of this thesis.



Chapter 8

Transmission tree generation

Now that the reduced graph has been set up, a tree should be created which determines
the transmitter and receiver sets to choose in order to reach the intended receivers. This
tree will be called the transmission tree T from now on. At first, a heuristic that does not
yet take scheduling into account, i.e., solely the minimum Steiner arborescence in directed
hypergraphs, is considered. Secondly, the joint problem of routing and scheduling is addressed
by creating a transmission tree in which the order of inserting transmissions determines the
schedule. Several options to select multicast transmissions will be presented. Each of the
different methods we propose are evaluated for their performance. The algorithms described
in this chapter are meant to be executed by the origin node at the message generation time
and do not yet consider multiple active messages. The distributed version which allows for
multiple messages is presented in Chapter 10.

8.1 Minimum Steiner arborescence

There exist several heuristics for solving the minimum Steiner arborescence problem in regular
graphs, of which two relatively simple ones from [36] are considered. This first one is called
SPATH : shortest paths. This algorithm starts with a tree consisting of the root vertex (origin
node) only and adds every edge and vertex on the shortest path from the root vertex to a
terminal (intended receiver) to this tree. This is done for all terminals.
The second heuristic is called MST+P, which stands for minimum spanning tree and pruning.
As the name suggests, it calculates the minimum spanning tree (arborescence) for all vertices
in the graph and afterwards removes all non-terminal vertices and their incoming edges that
are not leaves.
Next, we will consider an approach to apply these heuristics in hypergraphs, i.e. to allow
multicast links in the graph and determine when to use these.

8.1.1 Converting to hypergraphs

The first approach we will consider to solve the minimum Steiner arborescence in hy-
pergraphs is to solve the problem using one of the heuristics in a regular graph using single
edges only, and afterwards replacing single edges with hyperedges. We will call this approach
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post-processing from now on.
In the considered application there will always be single edges (unicast links) to the head
vertices of a hyperedge (multicast link). Therefore, the connectivity of the regular graph is
the same as the hypergraph and thus no nodes are disconnected when the regular graph is
considered only.
Both trees resulting from the heuristics SPATH and MST+P can be improved by replacing
multiple single edges by a single hyperedge if the cost of the hyperedge is lower than the sum
of costs of the single edges. Since a vertex might have multiple incoming hyperedges, but
only one incoming edge per vertex is needed, one hyperedge to be added to the tree should
be selected. One way to do this is by traversing the created tree, either by a bread-first or
depth-first search. When encountering a vertex that has an outgoing hyperedge in the hy-
pergraph, the total cost of reaching the head vertices (receivers) of this hyperedge via single
edges only is calculated. If the vertex has multiple outgoing hyperedges, the calculation is
done for all of them. The hyperedge that has the lowest cost is chosen, provided that it is
lower than the sum of single edges.
For an example graph, the trees resulting from both algorithms and applying post-processing
on them is shown in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1: Trees resulting from SPATH (a), MST+P (b) and their post-processing variants (c and d).

It can be seen that the two heuristics result in different graphs and their performance will
differ per scenario. For example, transmissions resulting from the tree of SPATH can be
scheduled concurrently, whereas those resulting from MST+P should be sent consecutively.
Post-processing guarantees to provide a Steiner arborescence in the hypergraph that has a
lower cost than the Steiner arborescence of the regular graph. However, when evaluating the
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delay induced by all consecutive edges that are taken, this does not hold anymore. This is
because the additional delay of a multicast link will be the same for the transmitter and all
receivers of the multicast link. However, for a unicast link, the delay of only two nodes is
affected.
Furthermore, post-processing can be considered as a rather simple approach, because it does
not dynamically adapt the graph based on the nodes visited. In this way, while creating the
tree, it does not take advantage of the fact that multicast receivers can be reached with lower
cost in total.
To address these shortcomings, we will introduce a different approach using a constrained
Steiner tree abstraction, which is explained hereafter.

8.2 Constrained Steiner tree

This second approach will consider the complete problem jointly by modifying the heuristic
for the constrained Steiner tree problem of [33]. As explained in Chapter 5, the heuristic
finds a minimum Steiner tree in case a delay bound is specified. The heuristic is suited for
unicast transmissions only, but we will extend it in Section 8.3 to also support multicast
transmissions. Although it is shown that other heuristic methods based on a tabu-search
approach from [37] and a Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure from [38] perform
better, these methods are non-deterministic, because they start with a random initial solution
and proceed searching for better solutions from there. This forms a problem in distributed
systems, as the nodes should agree on a solution together. Furthermore, these heuristics will
produce better results depending on the number of iterations that are done, making it hard
to evaluate their performance given that it should operate in a real-time system.

Algorithm description
In short, the heuristic from [33] works as follows. At first, the shortest paths between all pairs
of nodes in the graph G(MPR, E) are calculated, provided that the delay of this shortest
path is less than the delay bound O. The shortest path includes which nodes need to transmit
to reach R from T and is given by P(T → R). The cost of the shortest path from T to R

is given by PC(T → R), which is equal to the sum of edge costs (transmission durations)
on this path. After the shortest paths are determined, a tree T will be built greedily by
determining which nodes to visit. In the beginning, only one node (the origin node) is part
of the visited nodes V. The edges and vertices of the shortest path from a visited node to a
terminal (intended receiver) for which the cost function fcost has the lowest value are added
to the tree. In this way, the number of visited nodes increases, whereas the number of nodes
still to find decreases step by step. Adding new paths to the tree is done until all terminal
nodes are covered.
The first adaptation to this heuristic that we propose is to incorporate scheduling specific
for directional antennas, such that spatial sharing can be exploited. We will explain this
adaptation in Section 8.2.1 for unicast transmissions only and it is extended for multicast
transmissions in Section 8.3.
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8.2.1 Directional constrained Steiner tree

In [33], two different cost functions are given. The output of both cost functions is infinite if
the sum of the path delay from the origin node to the visited node and the additional delay
of the shortest path is higher than the delay bound. However, in case of directional antennas
it is important in which order transmissions by the same node are processed. Therefore, the
order in which transmissions are added to the tree determines the schedule that has to be
followed. The modifications that we suggest are specific for these type of systems and the
resulting algorithm will be further referred to as the Directional Constrained Steiner Tree
(DCST) heuristic. Algorithm 3 presents the pseudocode of DCST for unicast transmissions.
Instead of the path delay to a specific node, the delay of that node in the transmission tree
that is set up so far is used. The delay of node n in the transmission tree is given by DT (n)

and changes while building the tree. For a specific edge to be included in the tree, only
the delay of the nodes participating in the transmission which is represented by this edge
is updated. Specifically, the updated delay is equal to the current delay of the transmitter,
summed with the duration of the transmission. The updated delays for a transmission from
T to R having transmission tree T are given by:

D′
T (T ) = D′

T (R) = DT (T ) + EC(T → R) (8.1)

As an example, consider the steps 1-4 of creating a transmission tree and its corresponding
schedule in Figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2: Transmission tree with its corresponding schedule.

Let the message generation time be equal to t = 0. Then, the delay of node 0 and 1 equals
0.05 s after the first step (top left). After the second step (top right), the delay of 1 is still
0.05 s, whereas that of 0 and 3 now equals 0.14 s. Only the delays of 1 and 2 are updated to
0.14 s after the third step (bottom left). Finally, after the fourth step (bottom right), DT (2)

= DT (4) = 0.23 s.
If a shortest path to add consists of multiple edges, the delays for each of the participating
nodes are updated subsequently. This is described in lines 16-17 in Algorithm 3. In order
for a new path to be included in the tree, the updated delay of the intended receiver to be
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included should be lower than the timeout. The cost function will take this into account,
which will be elaborated on hereafter.

Cost function
Several cost functions can be used to determine the order in which intended receivers will be
handled and by which visited node. The cost will be infinite for all cost functions if D′

T (R)

is higher than the timeout. We will refer to the value a cost function takes when this is not
the case as CP . This value varies for the different functions. Six different cost functions will
be presented here and evaluated afterwards.
Cost functions fC and fCD are adopted from the constrained Steiner tree heuristic from [33].
The simplest cost function fC uses CP equal to the cost of the shortest path from visited
node T to the intended receiver R, which is the sum of transmission durations along this
path. The function fC is given by:

fC =

PC(T → R) if D′
T (R) ≤ O

∞ otherwise.
(8.2)

In order to increase the chance to extend the path even after the chosen node, another cost
function fCD incorporates the residual time after this path as well. This is given by:

fCD =


PC(T→R)
O−D′

T (R)
if D′

T (R) ≤ O

∞ otherwise.
(8.3)

When comparing fC with fCD, a couple phenomena become clear. Function fCD often has
the tendency to spread the load across the nodes better, because it also bases the choice
on the residual time, which will be higher for nodes that participated less in transmissions.
However, in the case the load on the nodes does not yet cause a problem, it does not follow
the most logical path, which might result into a higher total delay.
Next, to exploit spatial sharing, we present a simple, yet more interesting cost function for
the directional constrained Steiner tree heuristic, called fD. In this function, the value CP is
the updated delay of the intended receiver that is chosen, and it is given by:

fD =

D′
T (R) if D′

T (R) ≤ O

∞ otherwise.
(8.4)

In this way, the cost is still implicitly determined by the additional transmission duration,
but it prefers to use receivers and transmitters that do not have a high delay yet. In a way,
function fCD does the same, but it tries to address the trade-off between path cost and delay,
whereas in case the path cost is equal to the transmission duration, a transmission resulting
in the minimum delay should always be favored. Therefore, fD is more suited for a system
using directional antennas, having as objective to reach the maximum number of intended
receivers before the timeout. We will consider an additional factor for these cost functions
next, to influence the order of building the tree.
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Algorithm 3: Directional constrained Steiner tree algorithm (unicast only).
Input : G(MPR, E), nmj , Rmj , O
Output: Transmission tree T .

1 begin
2 foreach T,R ∈MPR do
3 Compute shortest path provided that it is within the timeout.
4 P (T → R)←− Nodes along shortest path.
5 PC(T → R)←− Sum of transmission durations along the path.

6 V ←− {nmj} /* Already visited nodes. */
7 U ←− Rmj /* Nodes still to find. */
8 T ←− ∅ /* Transmission tree. */
9 foreach n ∈ N do

10 DT (n)←− 0 /* Delay of node n in tree. */

11 while U 6= ∅ do
12 minCost = ∞
13 foreach T ∈ V do
14 foreach R ∈ U do
15 if P(T → R) exists then

/* Update delays for each Tx-Rx pair in path. */
16 foreach n1, n2 ∈ P(T → R) do
17 D′

T (n1), D
′
T (n2)←− DT (n1) + EC(n1 → n2)

/* Evaluate cost of path. */
18 cost←− fcost(PC(T → R), D′

T (R))

19 if cost < minCost then
20 nextPath←− P(T → R)

21 minCost←− cost

22 Save updated delays D′
T for nodes in nextPath.

23 if minCost ==∞ then /* No path found within timeout. */
24 return T

25 T ←− T + nextPath /* Add path to the tree. */
26 V ←− V ∪ {n | n ∈ nextPath} /* Visit all nodes along path. */
27 U ←− U \ {R | R ∈ nextPath} /* Remove intended receiver. */
28 foreach n ∈ nextPath do
29 DT (n)←− D′

T (n) /* Update delay. */

30 return T
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Order of transmissions
As explained before, when using directional antennas the order of transmissions influences
the result, since it determines which transmissions can be sent concurrently. Furthermore, it
determines which nodes receive the message first and therefore also which are favorable for
relaying the message later on. Therefore, a more sophisticated cost function influencing this
order is considered next. It reasons from the fact that if the tree builds first towards the
direction where more MPRDs can be handled, the chance is higher that more receivers will
be reached within the timeout. For example, consider the topology in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3: Topology where the receivers have a different number of MPRDs.

Although the delay for sending towards node 1 is lower, it is beneficial to send to node 2 first,
because after node 2 receives the message, it can forward it to 3. The transmission from 2 to
3 and from 0 to 1 will then happen simultaneously and the total delay is lower.
The difference between nodes 1 and 2 in this topology is that 2 has more MPRDs that it can
handle. So, when the algorithm evaluates which receiver to address next, it is wise to incor-
porate the number of MPRDs that it can handle. Therefore, we will introduce an additional
factor to the value of CP in the cost functions:

1

|MPRDsr(R)|+ 1
, (8.5)

where |MPRDsr(R)| is the number of MPRDs of the intended receiver that are not yet
addressed, even after this transmission. Thus, a path to an intended receiver is decreased
if it can still handle MPRDs once it received the message. The term +1 is introduced such
that if a node has no MPRDs left that still need to be handled, the cost simply equals CP .
For two paths with a difference of 1 between their values of |MPRDsr(R)|, the influence is
larger if the value |MPRDsr(R)| itself is smaller, due to the use of a fraction. Thus, there is a
stronger tendency to favor one with more MPRDs if in total less MPRDs are to be handled.
This is reasonable, since if both can still handle multiple MPRDs, the benefit of choosing one
over the other is less.
Cost functions that use the factor of Equation 8.5 are denoted by the additional letter M

from now on. In total, we can now formulate six cost functions, namely fC , fCD, fD, fCM ,
fCDM and fDM . Next, we will consider a slightly different factor to unburden transmitters.

Unburden transmitters
The cost functions can be improved in some cases by taking the number of MPRDs of the
transmitter into account. Namely, if there are multiple transmitters that can reach a receiver,
it should be handled by the one with the least MPRDs left, such that the others have more
time to handle the remaining MPRDs.
Let MPRDsr(T ) be the remaining MPRDs of the transmitter, even after the considered
transmission has been successfully transmitted. Then, the cost functions can be modified by
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multiplying CP with the factor:
|MPRDsr(T )|+ 1

|MPRDsr(R)|+ 1
, (8.6)

instead of the factor from Equation 8.5. In this way, a transmitter with less MPRDs left and
a receiver with more MPRDs left are favored jointly. In a way, cost functions fD and fDM

provide this already, since if multiple transmitters can reach a receiver, one with lower delay
is favored.
On the other hand, this factor might work counterproductive in some scenarios. This is
especially the case when the transmission tree resulting from cost functions without this ratio
has only one branch, which is usually the situation in the Line network. Namely, including
this ratio might lead to a transmitter sending twice more often, if it has few MPRDs to
handle. In the Line network, this is not beneficial, because the message has to be forwarded
in one direction, such that the most recent receiver is usually favored for relaying. On the
other hand, the number of branches of a transmission tree can be predicted by looking at the
number of completely disjoint MPR sets, meaning that none of the MPRDs of a set of MPRs
are an MPRD for any of the MPRs of another set. A cost function can be chosen based
on this number, however since by using fDM transmitters that are less burdened are chosen
inherently, this is not worked out further. Hereafter, we will evaluate the six cost functions
presented before.

Evaluation
The different cost functions are evaluated by generating 5,000 artificial scenarios with 10
nodes and 5 intended receivers. One message is generated with a timeout of 0.5 s. Two
different networks are considered, which we call the Square and Line network. In the Square
network, the nodes are randomly placed in a square area of 350×350m. The origin node is
placed in the middle of this area. In the Line network, the nodes are randomly placed in an
area of 14×700m, in order to simulate a highway scenario. The origin node is placed on one
end of the vertical lane.
For each random scenario, the reduced graph is created by following Algorithm 2, however
only for unicast links. Then, Algorithm 3 is applied using different cost functions. Two
different metrics are considered; the first one is the number of intended receivers that are
reached before the timeout according to the created transmission trees. If these are the same
for all cost functions, the total delay in order to reach these intended receivers is evaluated
as well. This is given by the time between message generation and the time at which the last
intended receiver successfully received the message.
For the Square network, in 86% of the scenarios, the number of intended receivers reached is
the same for all cost functions. The average delay and average number of intended receivers
reached before the timeout for this network is shown in Figure 8.4. For visibility, the y-axes
in these graphs do not start at 0.
It is clear that including the ratio of Equation 8.5 results into better performance for all three
cost functions. Furthermore, it can be seen that the delay when using fC or fCM compared
to the others is higher, but it reaches slightly more intended receivers. Moreover, fCD and
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Figure 8.4: Average delay (left) and average number of intended receivers reached before the timeout (right)
for different cost functions considering the Square network.
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Figure 8.5: Average delay (left) and average number of intended receivers reached before the timeout (right)
for different cost functions considering the Line network.

fD as well as fCDM and fDM perform roughly equally well. Thus, for the Square network,
either of fCM , fCDM or fDM can be used with roughly equal performance.

In the Line network, the different cost functions result in the same number of intended
receivers reached in 97% of the cases, which is even higher than for the Square network. This
is mostly caused due to the fact that performance improvement by including the ratio of
Equation 8.5 is less significant compared to the Square network. This can be seen in Figure
8.5. It can be explained by the fact that the impact of the order of transmissions is less, since
the number of MPRDs among the receivers does not differ significantly.
Furthermore, it becomes clear that fD and fDM perform significantly better than the others.
This is because the benefit of concurrent transmissions is better exploited in the Line network.
Thus, overall the best choice seems to use cost function fDM .

To conclude, we adapted the constrained Steiner tree heuristic of [33] such that it can be
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applied to systems with directional antennas. We examined two existing cost functions and
we designed a cost function fD that suits better for directional antennas, as it incorporates the
delay directly. These three cost functions were extended to take the order of transmissions into
consideration. We showed that the cost function fDM has the overall better performance and
decided that it will be used for the remainder of this thesis. Next, we introduce three methods
to extend the directional Steiner tree algorithm in order to support multicast transmissions.

8.3 Multicast selection

The shortest path to a single node as calculated in lines 1-4 of Algorithm 3 will usually not
include multicast transmissions, since the cost of a multicast is at least as high as a unicast
link. In order to make use of multicast transmissions, their benefit should be assessed in a
different way. A multicast transmission is only favorable when reaching the receivers in one
transmission results into less delay than reaching them via unicast transmissions. In order to
address this in the most accurate way, a condition we use is that a multicast link should have
a lower cost (transmission duration) than the cost of the minimum spanning tree formed by
unicast links between the transmitter and receivers of the multicast link. Multicasts for which
this holds are called relevant multicasts from now on. For example, consider the multicast
link on the left in Figure 8.6 and the minimum spanning tree formed by unicast links on the
right.

Figure 8.6: Relevant multicast (left) and the minimum spanning tree formed by unicast links (right).

Since the cost of the multicast link (3.0) is lower than the cost of the minimum spanning tree
(which is 3.5), the multicast link is a relevant multicast. This definition will be used in the
methods we describe hereafter.

8.3.1 Description of several methods

We introduce three methods to evaluate whether a multicast should be included in the trans-
mission tree: stepwise, average cost and post-processing. Each method will be discussed
hereafter.

Stepwise
At first, a rather free approach will be considered, which we will refer to as stepwise. At each
step in Algorithm 3 (lines 12-29), first the unicast choice will be determined. Afterwards,
it will be evaluated if there is a relevant multicast transmission that includes this unicast
receiver. If there exists one, it will be used instead of the unicast link. If there are multiple
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relevant multicasts available, the one that covers the most receivers will be chosen. When
there are still multiple available, the path with the lowest cost (using fDM ) is chosen. For
the value of |MPRDsr(R)| in Equation 8.5, only the distinct MPRDs of the complete receiver
set are counted. For the remainder of the steps in the algorithm, multicast links that include
at least one already visited node are not considered further on.
On the one hand, this method might lead to including relayers at relatively low additional
cost, which can be helpful in the tree later on. On the other hand, when nodes are included
in a multicast (which has some additional cost as compared to a single unicast) that do not
contribute to the tree, the overall performance is worse. Although the reduced graph already
filters links that are certainly not relevant, it is not trivial to predict whether including a spe-
cific receiver set will contribute to the tree in a positive way. Obviously, when all receivers are
intended receivers, this is the case. However, non-intended receivers addressed in a multicast
should be used to relay the message later on. Whether they will be selected as transmitter
depends on several factors, such as its path loss to MPRDs or other MPRs, compared to
other nodes in its neighborhood that have the message. Yet also its delay compared to these
nodes is important.
Besides, since nodes are half-duplex, the transmitter and all receivers are delayed with the
duration of a multicast, whereas when this transmission is instead split into multiple unicasts,
the first transmitter(s) will experience less delay. Therefore, in a multicast some of the nodes
are kept busy for longer, thereby possibly postponing the delivery of other transmissions,
which might affect the number of reached intended receivers. Deciding which multicasts are
likely to be useful and thus may be included in the tree will be addressed in the next two
proposals: average cost and post-processing.

Average cost
For the second approach, instead of only single nodes, the receiver sets of relevant multicasts
are also included in the set of nodes still to visit (U). The algorithm operates in the same
way, except that in order to let multicasts compete with unicasts, inside the cost function
the duration of a multicast transmission is divided by the number of receivers addressed. In
this way, an average cost is used, similar to the average broadcast time used in [26]. If a
multicast transmission is included in this way, all links that include one of its receivers are
now excluded from U .
This rather simple approach ensures that multicasts are favored less often if they have a
relatively high cost compared to a unicast. However, with this approach the full potential of
multicasts is not exploited, since even if the average cost is not lower than a unicast, using a
multicast transmission might be beneficial.
Next to this, there are two other difficulties regarding the assessment of using a multicast.
The first one is that even if the duration of the multicast is less than the total duration of
the unicast spanning tree covering the multicast receivers, the unicast alternative might still
result in a maximum delay that is lower than caused by the multicast. This is when concur-
rent transmissions that make use of the fact that only two nodes participate in a unicast can
take place. This often happens when using cost function fD or fDM .
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One way to address these additional difficulties is to use the information about the unicast
alternative. This can be achieved using the method post-processing.

Post-processing
The last method follows the post-processing approach as explained in Section 8.1.1 in the
sense that the directional constrained Steiner tree heuristic is first evaluated with unicast
transmissions only. Afterwards, unicast transmissions can be replaced by multicast trans-
missions if the multicast receivers are used in the unicast tree. Yet, it should be evaluated
first whether at least one receiver receives the message earlier than in the unicast alternative.
Only then, the multicast is potentially beneficial for the tree. Besides, transmissions that get
delayed due to the multicast transmission should not violate the timeout. This is checked by
inserting the multicast transmission in the already created unicast schedule. If a transmitter
can send multiple multicast transmissions for which these two conditions hold, the one with
the largest receiver set is chosen. When there are still multiple available, the one with lowest
cost is chosen.
In this way, it is guaranteed that the number of intended receivers reached before the timeout
by using a multicast is equal to or greater than that of the full unicast tree. However, in order
to check these conditions, alternative schedules using multicasts should be set up, which leads
to additional computations. Furthermore, in order to make this work, the algorithm should
build the unicast tree even beyond the timeout, such that when the tree can grow larger due
to the multicast transmissions, there are still unicast links to replace.
As previously mentioned, the downside of the post-processing approach is that it does not
take the full advantage of reaching multiple receivers at once, as the structure of the tree
remains unchanged. It does not include possible relayers if those are not used in the unicast
tree. Furthermore, some of the unicast relayers might become redundant using multicast
transmissions, but they will be included in the post-processed tree.

8.4 Evaluation

In this section, we provide a performance evaluation via simulations. The goal of this analysis
is threefold. First, we want to evaluate the performance of post-processing applied on the
trees resulting from the heuristics SPATH and MST+P, as well as on the tree created by
DCST. Secondly, we want to investigate the impact of the network size in realistic scenarios
on the performance of DCST using unicast links and with the multicast selection methods.
Lastly, we want to evaluate the computational complexity of DCST when using only unicast
links, as well as for each of the multicast methods. Furthermore, we are interested in the
computation time of transmission tree generation by using the reduced graph as compared
to using all links.

Performance of DCST
Firstly, we will evaluate the benefit of using post-processing after the directional constrained
Steiner tree heuristic (DCST) as compared to using it after the simple heuristics SPATH and
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Figure 8.7: Distribution of the relative number of in-
tended receivers reached before the timeout as compared
to unicast for the different methods.

Figure 8.8: Distribution of the relative maximum
delay as compared to unicast when the number of
intended receivers reached is the same.

MST+P. For SPATH and MST+P, the schedule is derived from their trees in the same way
as by using cost function fDM . That is, for each of the links in the trees, the resulting delay
and the value of the factor from Equation 8.5 is determined, which can be used to determine
the transmission with the lowest cost. This transmission is added to the schedule, until no
transmission can be scheduled anymore before the timeout. As input, we will use the reduced
graph using option 2 (the procedure on the left in Figure 5.8).
In total, we use 1,000 snapshots with 100 ms separation of the five-lane US Highway 101 from
[34], as elaborated on in Section 6.3. From the snapshots, we select a segment containing
15 nodes. We assign the northernmost node as the origin node, while 10 of the remaining
nodes are randomly assigned as intended receivers. The timeout was set to 250 ms, leading
to reaching all intended receivers in time by DCST in 71.9% of the scenarios.
To understand the benefit of multicast transmissions, we analyze first the relative number
of intended receivers reached before the timeout, as compared to DCST using unicast links
only. The distribution for the different scenarios is shown in Figure 8.7. Furthermore, we will
consider the maximum delay, meaning the time between message generation and the time
at which the last intended receiver received the message. The relative value as compared to
using DCST with unicast links is evaluated, but only in case the number of intended receivers
reached is the same. The distribution of the relative maximum delay for the different sce-
narios is shown in Figure 8.8. In both figures, the average values for each method are shown
with dashed vertical lines.
With respect to the unicast links only, it can be seen that both SPATH and MST+P perform
significantly worse as compared to DCST (the baseline). Both methods often reach 2 to 5
intended receivers less before the timeout. The maximum delay is on average 14.8 ms higher
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for SPATH and even 26.3 ms higher for MST+P. Especially the latter does not perform well,
as it does not often result into concurrent transmissions in the schedule.
When post-processing is applied, all methods are significantly improved. As can be seen in
Figure 8.7, DCST+post-processing always reaches 0-4 intended receivers more than DCST.
SPATH+post-processing and MST+P+post-processing still reach significantly less intended
receivers on average than DCST+post-processing. Also in terms of maximum delay, these
methods perform worse than DCST+post-processing. Thus, indeed DCST greatly outper-
forms the simple heuristics, regardless of whether post-processing is used.

Performance of multicast selection methods as compared to unicast
Next, the performance of the three options for selecting multicast links using DCST is com-
pared with DCST using unicast links only, referred to as unicast. For this, we derive topologies
from the dataset of [34]. For each of the methods unicast, stepwise, average cost and post-
processing, the steps of generating the reduced graph using Algorithm 2 (using option 2) and
creating a transmission tree using Algorithm 3 (using cost function fDM ) are executed, as
shown on the left in Figure 5.8.
A scenario using 15 nodes and 10 intended receivers, which were randomly assigned, is consid-
ered. The origin node is located on one end of the highway segment. In total 1,000 snapshots
were taken with 100 ms separation. The timeout was set rather tight, namely to 250 ms in
order to make meeting the timeout for all intended receivers a challenge. Using unicast, in
72.6% of the cases, all intended receivers could be reached before the timeout.
In Figure 8.9, for each method the distribution of relative number of intended receivers
reached before the timeout, as compared to the unicast method, is shown. The average rel-
ative number of intended receivers reached is shown with dashed vertical lines. It can be
seen that the methods average cost and post-processing perform roughly equally well and
on average better than unicast. The method post-processing performs, as expected, never
worse than unicast, whereas average cost only in a very limited number of cases. The method
stepwise, on the other hand, performs quite often worse than unicast and in not so many
cases better.
In case there is no difference in the number of receivers reached, the distribution of maxi-
mum delay as compared to unicast is shown in Figure 8.10. It can be seen that average cost
performs best here with an average difference of 29 ms, closely followed by post-processing.
The method stepwise performs on average equally well as compared to unicast. However, all
methods do perform worse in a notable number of scenarios. For post-processing, additional
delay was allowed if it did not result into a violation of the timeout. This result shows that
sacrificing faster delivery for some of the nodes by including them in a multicast is sometimes
needed to obtain an overall better result.

Performance for different number and distribution of intended receivers
It is expected that the performance of the methods depends on the number of intended re-
ceivers, since the number of multicasts in the reduced graph depends on it. Next to that, if
not all nodes are intended receivers, we will look at scenarios in which these are randomly
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Figure 8.9: Distribution of the relative number of in-
tended receivers reached before the timeout as compared
to unicast for the different methods.

Figure 8.10: Distribution of the relative maximum
delay as compared to unicast when the number of
intended receivers reached is the same.

assigned and when they are located in a geocast area. For the latter case, all the intended
receivers will be located on the opposite side of the segment from the origin node, such that
the relaying nodes are in between. If all nodes are intended receivers, there is no difference
between the two scenarios.
We will use 15 nodes for all snapshots, in which the northernmost node is assigned as the
origin node. Either 5, 8, 11 or 14 nodes (all but the origin node) are assigned as intended
receiver. To compare the different scenarios, the timeout was set arbitrarily high (10 s), such
that all multicast methods reached the same amount of intended receivers as unicast. As
metric, we will only use the average relative maximum delay as compared to unicast. The
snapshots are now taken 20 s apart, such that the simulated scenarios can be considered in-
dependent. Due to the limited dataset size, we can evaluate 100 different snapshots, of which
the average value for the metric is taken. See Figure 8.11 for the results including their 95%
confidence intervals. Results for snapshots in which the intended receivers were randomly
assigned are shown on the left, the ones in which the intended receivers are in a geocast area
are on the right.
It becomes clear that the method stepwise behaves quite different as compared to average
cost and post-processing, which show resemblance. For stepwise, there are cases when unicast
is better on average, where this is not the case for average cost and post-processing. The aver-
age value for stepwise stays roughly the same in the random scenario, whereas in the geocast
scenario there is slightly more variation. As can be seen from the confidence intervals, the
more intended receivers, the variation per scenario increases. For the methods average cost
and post-processing, on the other hand, the relative delay reduces with increasing number
of intended receivers. This shows that these methods provide a consistent improvement as
compared to unicast. It can be seen that for 5 intended receivers post-processing slightly
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Figure 8.11: Average maximum delay as compared to unicast for different number of intended receivers, ran-
domly distributed (left) or in a geocast (right).

outperforms average cost on average, where it is the other way around for a larger number
of intended receivers.
The difference between random and geocast scenarios is not significant. The relative gap
between post-processing and unicast for the random scenario ranges from 6.5% to 12.0% for
5 to 11 intended receivers. In the geocast scenario, the relative delay reduction is between
5.4% and 10.8%. When all nodes are intended receivers, the reduction is 14.6% (for both
scenarios, since they are identical). For average cost, the relative delay reduction compared
to unicast ranges from 2.8% to 16.0% in the random scenario and from 2.5% to 14.7% in case
of a geocast. In case all nodes are intended receivers, the reduction is even 19.3%.

The performance can be better understood by looking at what kind of transmissions each
method uses. First, we will look at the fraction of receivers that is handled in a multicast.
Next to that, the fraction of intended receivers out of all receivers of the scheduled trans-
missions is an interesting metric. It shows to which extent non-intended receivers are used
to relay the message. In case multicasts are used, non-intended receivers might be included
that are eventually not used to relay. For the scenarios described above, the average fraction
of receivers addressed via a multicast and the average fraction of receivers that are intended
receivers are shown in Figure 8.12. The 95% confidence intervals are shown as well. Note
that the y-axis in the right plot does not start at 0 for visibility.
In Figure 8.12 on the left it can be seen that especially for a smaller number of intended
receivers, using stepwise most of the receivers are handled by a multicast, as follows from its
loose approach. From 11 intended receivers on, for post-processing the fraction is roughly the
same. Using average cost the least amount of receivers are reached via multicasts (except
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Figure 8.12: Average percentage of receivers addressed via a multicast (left) and percentage of receivers that
are intended receivers (right).

for 5 intended receivers randomly distributed). In general, the more intended receivers, the
higher the fraction, since also more multicast links are in the reduced graph. Furthermore,
for randomly distributed intended receivers more receivers are handled by multicasts than for
a geocast. This can be explained by the fact that in the area where only relay nodes reside,
it is not likely that a multicast exist, since these nodes normally have the same MPRDs,
namely the intended receivers in the geocast area.
Furthermore, the plot on the right in Figure 8.12 shows that the fraction of intended receivers
for post-processing is high and almost the same as unicast, which is expected, as the proce-
dure closely follows the unicast tree. For post-processing the fraction is only slightly higher,
caused by trees in which already all intended receivers are reached where in the unicast case
an additional relayer was used. Post-processing is followed by stepwise, because this method
should choose multicasts that include the unicast choice. Due to its poor performance, it
is expected that part of the non-intended receivers are included, while they are not used to
relay. The method average cost includes relatively the most non-intended receivers, since
its tree is built freely based on the new cost, not taking the unicast tree into account. As
expected, the fraction increases with increasing number of intended receivers.
Thus, although stepwise has the highest fraction of receivers that are handled by multicasts,
it does not perform well. The variation in performance per scenario can be explained by the
fact that stepwise loosely chooses to use multicasts. As it does not consider the quality of
this multicast, in some scenarios this is eventually beneficial for the tree, whereas in others
it is not. The method average cost uses the least multicasts for reaching the receivers and
includes the most non-intended receivers, though it performs roughly the same as compared
to post-processing. This means average cost misses out on too many multicast options, since
for it to include a multicast, the average cost should be lower than the least unicast cost. On
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the other hand, post-processing does not make full use of relaying nodes in multicasts, since
it is tight to the unicast tree, as can be seen by the similar fraction of intended receivers
among all receivers.

Performance for different number of nodes
Instead of an increasing number of intended receivers with a fixed amount of nodes, we will
now look at scenarios with increasing number of nodes for a fixed percentage of intended
receivers. We will use scenarios with 6, 11, 16 and 21 nodes, of which one is assigned the
origin node. Each time 60% of the remaining nodes are assigned as an intended receiver.
Again, we will consider both randomly assigned intended receivers and receivers in a geocast
area. The snapshots are taken 20 s apart and the timeout was set to 10 s, such that all mul-
ticast methods reached the same amount of intended receivers as unicast. See Figure 8.13
for the average relative maximum delay as compared to unicast including the 95% confidence
intervals, with the random scenario on the left and geocast on the right.
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Figure 8.13: Average maximum delay as compared to unicast for different number of nodes. Randomly dis-
tributed intended receivers on the left, geocast on the right.

As shown before, stepwise behaves differently as compared to average cost and post-processing.
Except for a geocast with 6 nodes, average cost performs on average better than unicast,
which is also achieved by post-processing. Stepwise performs worse for scenarios larger than
11 nodes, whereas the latter methods show an increasing reduction for larger scenarios. Only
in case of a geocast, post-processing stabilizes from 11 nodes on. Furthermore, average cost
slightly outperforms post-processing for larger scenarios. To see how each of the methods
approach the different scenario sizes, we will look at the fraction of receivers reached by mul-
ticasts and the fraction of intended receivers among all receivers, which are shown in Figure
8.14. The y-axis in the right plot does not start at 0 for visibility.
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Figure 8.14: Average percentage of receivers addressed via a multicast and percentage of receivers that are
intended receivers.

The mutual differences between the methods are about the same as before. The fraction of
receivers reached via multicast for different number of nodes is roughly stable for stepwise
and it only slightly increases for larger scenarios for average cost and post-processing. The
fraction of intended receivers among all receivers, on the other hand, decreases for all meth-
ods, although it seems to stabilize for stepwise and average cost. In general both fractions
are slightly smaller for geocasts.
So, for larger scenarios stepwise performs worse while the fraction of multicast receivers is
stable. It thus seems that loosely choosing multicasts, while not checking if it is likely to ben-
efit the result, works only up until a certain scenario size. Especially the method average cost
proves its functioning in larger scenarios. For post-processing, this effect is less significant.
In the case of a geocast, it addresses relatively less intended receivers for larger scenarios,
leading to no further improvement for larger scenarios.

In conclusion, the method stepwise is inconsistent, while its performance is good in some
scenarios. Especially for a larger number of intended receivers or nodes, the method average
cost performs well. In these cases, the method post-processing performs only slightly less,
whereas it is better in case of a small number of intended receivers or nodes.

Computation time
Next, we will evaluate the unicast and multicast methods for generating the transmission
tree using Algorithm 3 in terms of their computation times. All heuristics are implemented
in Python and run a laptop with an Intel i7-6700HQ processor with 16 GB RAM. For 1,000
snapshots of two scenario sizes, we generate the reduced graph, as well as a graph including
all links, which is exhaustively determined (the two options shown at the top in Figure 5.8).
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Figure 8.15: Average computation time of the heuristic methods, either using the reduced graph (filled) or all
links (faded), for the smaller (left) and larger scenario (right).

The average computation time per snapshot and its 95% confidence interval for creating the
transmission tree are given in Figure 8.15.
It can be seen that using all links as input, the difference between unicast and the heuristics
including multicast selection is significantly larger, especially for the larger scenario (mind
the y-axis scale). This shows that the reduction in multicast links due to the reduced graph
leads to a much lower computation time, and is needed especially in larger scenarios.
The method stepwise uses the least computation time among the multicast heuristics, which
is due to the fact that it includes many receivers in multicasts, thereby quickly covering nodes
and excluding other links that have these nodes in common. Using the reduced graph as in-
put, post-processing takes the most computation time. Although it has to compare newly
created schedules with the unicast alternative, the computation time as compared to average
cost is not so high, especially in the larger scenario. This can be explained considering that
fewer multicast links have to be evaluated, since only those that can replace unicast links are
valid. In the larger scenario with all links as input, it even has the least computation time.

In conclusion, we presented three different methods for selecting multicasts as an extension
to the DCST algorithm. As compared to using only unicast links in this heuristic, the perfor-
mance can certainly be improved by introducing the use of multicast links. This is especially
the case for the methods average cost and post-processing. Both show better performance
for an increasing number of intended receivers, as well as for an increasing number of nodes.
However, the performance differs per scenario and underlying statistics show the differences
in approach, from which can be concluded that the benefit of multicasts might not be fully
exploited. To examine to what extent performance is lost, the heuristic methods will be
compared with the optimal solution in the next chapter.



Chapter 9

Performance evaluation

The complete heuristic algorithm for the scheduling of transmissions needed to deliver one
mmWave message to a set of intended receivers has now been fully defined. To answer re-
search question 1, we are interested in the performance of the system when next to unicast
links also multicast links are allowed. At first, it is interesting to see the difference in the
optimal solution for both cases. Furthermore, we want to gain insight in the performance
of the heuristic algorithm compared to the optimal solution. Afterwards, we will investigate
the influence of multicasts on scenarios with a different number of highway lanes. Due to
the high computation time of the mathematical optimization solver for large scenarios, only
small scenarios could be evaluated with a sufficient amount of different snapshots.

Benefit and performance of multicast
The first scenario we consider uses 100 snapshots with 20 s separation from the five-lane US
Highway 101 in [34] with 5 nodes. We assign the northernmost node as origin node and from
the remaining nodes, three are randomly assigned to be intended receivers. The timeout
was set to 100 ms. Each scenario was applied to both the mathematical optimizer, referred
to as optimal, as well as to the different heuristic methods stepwise, average cost and post-
processing. In order to answer research question 1, we also investigate the performance of
the optimal solution when only unicasts may be used, by allowing only unicast links while
pre-processing the scenario. We refer to this method as optimal unicast. Furthermore, for
each method, we will use either the reduced graph as input or all links, which are determined
exhaustively. Thus, all four main options as presented in Figure 5.8 will be evaluated.
We will compare all methods to optimal with all links as input. As metrics we will use the
relative number of intended receivers reached before the timeout and the relative maximum
delay in case the number of intended receiver reached is the same. Using the method unicast
with reduced graph, in 81% of the scenarios all intended receivers were reached in time. The
average values for both metrics including 95% confidence intervals are shown in Figure 9.1.
First, looking at optimal unicast, it can be seen on the left in Figure 9.1 that in terms of
intended receivers reached the difference as compared to optimal is limited for this rather
small scenario, both using the reduced graph and all links (remember that optimal with all
links is the baseline). The performance difference is reflected in the number of intended
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Figure 9.1: Average relative number of intended receivers reached before the timeout and relative maximum
delay if the number of intended receivers is the same as compared to optimal, either using the reduced graph
or all links.

receivers reached only when the created scheme is significantly worse. Therefore, it can be
concluded that this is not often the case. On the other hand, as shown on the right in Figure
9.1, the delay using only unicasts is on average 15 ms higher (both using the reduced graph
and all links), which is an increase of 20%. This shows that when used correctly, enabling
multicasting is beneficial, even in a rather small scenario.
We will now look at the influence of using a reduced graph. For optimal, using the reduced
graph results in a minor performance degradation as compared to using all links. In terms
of delay it is on average 5.8 ms higher, which is an increase of 7.8%. Moreover, for optimal
unicast and the heuristic method unicast, there is even no difference in performance between
the reduced graph and all links. This shows that the graph reduction step performs well for
unicast links only.
Now let us analyze how multicast schemes perform in comparison to unicast. Except for
average cost using the reduced graph, the heuristic multicast methods perform better than
unicast in terms of delay, but the difference is limited for this small scenario. The method
stepwise performs best in case the reduced graph is used. However, in terms of intended re-
ceivers reached, post-processing performs better than stepwise and average cost, as by design
post-processing will never perform worse than unicast.
Furthermore, using all links does not always result into performance improvement for the
methods stepwise and average cost. This is due to the fact that if more multicast links are
available, it is more likely that these methods choose to use them, while it is not guaranteed
that those eventually lead to performance improvement. Using all links does have a positive
effect on the method post-processing. It comes very close to the optimal solution in terms
of number of intended receivers reached using all links. In terms of delay, an increase of
17% and 15% is observed, using the reduced graph and all links as input, respectively. This
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Table 9.1: Metrics for scenarios with a different number of highway lanes and nodes.

#Lanes #Nodes Vehicles
per km per
lane

Max. de-
lay (ms)

95% CI
(ms)

Fraction
multicast
(%)

1
5 199.8 110.6 5.7 9.3
7 181.8 160.7 12.2 3.5

3
5 136.4 81.2 9.6 57.3
7 144.1 95.2 9.2 55.9

5
5 107.5 86.8 9.2 43.8
7 111.2 102.8 15.0 56.9

result shows that there is still a significant gap between the heuristic method and the optimal
solution.

Performance for different number of highway lanes
Using wider beams, multiple receivers can be reached at once using a high data rate, if these
receivers are located at limited vertical distance from the transmitter. It seems therefore
that multicasts are more likely to be used in scenarios with multiple highway lanes, in which
vehicles are more horizontally spread. We will investigate whether this observation is true
and what it means for the performance of the system. For this, we will use two scenario sizes;
one with five nodes and three randomly assigned intended receivers and one with seven nodes
and four intended receivers. Snapshots are taken from the dataset of [34] with 20 s separation.
We evaluate 100 snapshots in which either vehicles of the first lane, the first three lanes or all
five are included. We assign the northernmost node as assigned the origin node and select the
intended receivers randomly from the remaining nodes. The timeout is set arbitrarily high
(10 s), such that we can investigate the delay of the last intended receiver that was reached
for all methods. We will provide the reduced graph as input to the mathematical solver (see
Figure 5.8 for the procedure), in order to limit its computation time. For a fair comparison
the heuristic methods also use the reduced graph.
As the traffic varies per lane, the average vehicular density per lane differs. For each scenario,
we provide this value in the third row in Table 9.1. Also, the different scenarios lead to de-
viating average values for the maximum delay. The average maximum delay obtained by the
optimal solution and its 95% confidence interval (CI) are shown in the fourth and fifth row,
respectively. Furthermore, the rightmost row shows the fraction of receivers that are reached
via a multicast in the optimal solution.
Concerning the latter, it can already be seen that indeed multicasts are less frequently used
in a scenario with only one lane. For three lanes the fraction is even higher than for five lanes
in the smaller scenario and it is similar in the larger scenario, which can be caused by the
higher vehicular density per lane. Also, the limited width of the antenna beams might be a
reason for this.
What the more frequent use of multicasts means for the performance of the system is pre-
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Figure 9.2: Average relative delay increase as compared to optimal using the reduced graph for snapshots with
1, 3 or 5 lanes and two scenario sizes.

sented next. We will use the relative increase in delay as compared to the optimal solution
(with reduced graph as input) as metric. This value is determined for the average maximum
delay of each method. The results for the smaller scenario are shown on the left in Figure
9.2, the results for the larger scenario are presented on the right.
We will first look at the optimal using unicast links only. For one lane the delay increase
as compared to the optimal solution including multicasts is marginal for both scenario sizes,
namely 3.0% (left) and 1.3% (right). On the other hand, for three and five lanes, the increase
for the optimal solution is significantly larger, namely 16.3% and 9.9% in the smaller scenario
on the left and even 43.5% and 41.3% for the larger scenario on the right. Thus, the number
of highway lanes affects the performance of the system for the optimal solution, which follows
from the multicast usage. The effect is strongest for three lanes, which is also in line with
the fraction of multicasts used.
Next, we will look at the heuristic methods. For three and five lanes, the difference between
unicast and the multicast heuristics is also significantly larger as compared to one lane. This
is especially the case in the larger scenario on the right. In the smaller scenario, this is not so
clear for average cost, which was observed earlier when the reduced graph was used as input.
Apart from this, the results between the heuristic multicast methods do not vary significantly
for the different number of lanes and are similar to what has been shown before.

In conclusion, we have shown that the use of multicasts is indeed beneficial when looking at
the optimal result for routing and scheduling mmWave geocasts. This is especially the case
for highway scenarios with multiple lanes. Furthermore, if used correctly, multicasting can
improve the result of a heuristic algorithm. Also here, the performance improvement is more
significant for scenarios with multiple lanes.



Chapter 10

Distributed message scheduling

As mentioned before, the directional constrained Steiner tree heuristic is designed to let the
origin node calculate the complete transmission tree. However, when any node may generate
a mmWave message at any time, the spectrum should be shared in a sophisticated way. If
the schedule is already congested by one message, a message generated later might not be
handled before the timeout, whereas it could if the previous message would be transmitted
via a different path. Thus, a dynamic scheduling procedure is needed.
Furthermore, we will provide a procedure to announce mmWave transmissions, which is nec-
essary such that the receiver can point its antenna towards the direction of the transmitter.
In [24], the scheduling is regulated using a static RSU. However, in case no RSU is available
or its coverage is insufficient, a distributed algorithm is needed. Some additional time is
taken into account to distribute this information via omnidirectional antennas for 4G com-
munications in [23]. In [25], position information and the scheduling decision is assumed
to be known to all nodes, however they propose to use the sub-6GHz interface for real-life
implementation. A schedule using asynchronous sub-6GHz beacons is presented in [2], but
this system takes into account neither multicast nor relaying.
The system considered here follows the latter approach by adapting the directional con-
strained Steiner tree heuristic as presented in Chapter 8. First we will explain what this
means for the design and which assumptions are made. Then, the procedure to execute the
heuristic algorithm as described in the previous chapters in a distributed way via sub-6GHz
beacons is presented. Finally, we evaluate this procedure by applying it to scenarios in which
multiple messages are generated.

10.1 Sub-6GHz control

Apart from a mmWave radio interface, the nodes are also equipped with a sub-6GHz interface.
For the control of mmWave transmissions, the nodes make use of CAMs via the sub-6GHz
band, as specified in the ETSI standard [8]. In order to make mmWave communication
possible via these sub-6GHz beacons, only slight adjustments to this standard are needed,
which are explained as follows.
Firstly, for a node to be able to receive a transmission, it should point its antenna towards the
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transmitter and use the right decoding scheme. Therefore, before transmitting a mmWave
frame, at least information about the transmitter, receivers, starttime and MCS to be used
should have been transmitted in a CAM. A regular CAM already includes useful data, such
as the reference position, heading direction, speed, acceleration and dimension of the vehicle.
From this, the positions of nodes at the time of transmission and the number of obstacles
obstructing a link can be estimated.
Following, an additional condition on the generation of a CAM is necessary. The upper and
lower transmission interval of CAMs are 100 ms and 1000 ms, respectively. This is ensured
by checking whether a new CAM needs to be generated at least every 100 ms. A regular
CAM needs to be generated if the transmission interval between CAMs will otherwise exceed
1000 ms or if certain thresholds related to the dynamics of the node are exceeded. The
necessary additional condition can be formulated as follows:

Condition. New information for the control of mmWave transmissions is available.

This ensures that if new control information is available, a CAM is generated at most 100 ms
later. Control information may be an announcement of mmWave transmission, or a newly
generated mmWave message. Nodes generally check whether they should send a beacon at
different points in time, i.e. the beacons are not synchronized.

Additionally, a distributed and real-time system leads to some limitations for the routing
and scheduling algorithm. Control information should be available at the time when it needs
to be sent. In the ETSI standard this is, amongst others, accounted for by specifying a
hard requirement on the generation time of a CAM. This is defined as the time between the
generation trigger and the time at which the CAM is delivered to the networking transport
layer, and should be less than 50 ms. Moreover, each CAM has a time stamp, which should
correspond to the time at which the reference position of the node was determined. This
means that a node has at most 50 ms to generate the control information it wants to transmit
in a CAM, without possibly having to force itself to send a less recent reference position. An
additional incentive to keep the computation time short is that it allows to use more recent
information, as new beacons may arrive at all times. The heuristic algorithm as presented in
the previous chapters was designed with low complexity and deterministic behavior in mind,
making it suitable for distributed computing.
In reality, the distribution of a CAM itself does introduce some delay and it is not guaranteed
that CAMs arrive. Without changing the essence of the problem, we assume here that all
nodes in the system are in the sub-6GHz range and will receive the CAMs without any delay.
Therefore, each node can generate the reduced graph for a topology, which it derived from
the information included in sub-6GHz beacons. Thus, in terms of knowledge about position
and scheduling, the distributed algorithm is similar to the optimal situation.
As explained, the authors of [2] proposed to make use of an RTS sent by the transmitter.
The receiver that reacts first with a CTS plans the transmission for itself by announcing the
start time. However, in order to allow relaying, we needed to create specific routes to reach
the destinations. Making use of the global scheduling knowledge, we will allow any node to
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generate the routes and mmWave transmission schedule, which it can directly announce in a
RTS-like beacon. It is assumed that every node overheard the RTS, such that the schedule
information is distributed and no CTS is needed.
Nevertheless, a significant limitation as compared to the optimal situation is that the notion
of a message, together with its origin node, generation time and intended receivers, are only
known to the origin node once that message is generated, and to other nodes once they
receive a beacon with this information. This means that the complete schedule cannot be
determined upfront, such that the method post-processing is not suited anymore. We will
therefore modify the DCST heuristic only for the methods stepwise and average cost. The
procedure we propose to make distributed scheduling possible, while taking the restricted
update frequency by offloading the control to sub-6GHz beacons into account, is described
hereafter.

10.2 Distributed procedure

Instead of fixing the transmission schedule at the generation time of a message, we need to
allow dynamic scheduling of several concurrent messages. Therefore, we will generate the
transmission tree in steps, which are chosen to take place on sub-6GHz beacon intervals,
as these are the points in time where transmissions will be announced. The procedure of
generating the transmission tree considering multiple active messages is described next.
Every node should react on two events, namely upon the reception of a beacon from another
node and at its beacon opportunity, which is the time at which it should check whether it
should send a beacon.
First, we will explain the procedure for a node when receiving a beacon. If the beacon includes
a message announcement, it executes the following three steps (regardless of whether it is an
intended receiver for the message):

1. Include the new message in the list of active messages M;

2. Generate the reduced graph via Algorithm 2 for this message;

3. Execute lines 1-10 of Algorithm 3, to initialize the generation of the transmission tree
for this message.

At this moment, each node that received the announcement can generate a part of the trans-
mission schedule for this message. How it determines this will be explained later.
A node can also receive a beacon containing a transmission announcement. Such an an-
nouncement includes which message is contained, the transmitter, the receiver set, start time,
and MCS to be used for the transmission. Every node that receives such an announcement
executes the following two steps:

1. Execute lines 25-29 of Algorithm 3, in order to;

• Update the set of visited nodes V for this message;

• Update the set of nodes still to find U for this message;
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• Update the transmission tree that is set up so far;

• Update the delays of nodes for the transmission tree that is set up so far.

2. Update the individual schedule for transmissions to transmit or receive.

The first step is needed to participate in the procedure of distributed transmission tree
generation. By administering an individual schedule as in the second step, a node knows
when to transmit or receive a mmWave transmission.
Let us now explain when a node should send a beacon with control information. Just before
a nodes’ beacon opportunity, it will follow the process described next and schematically
presented in Figure 10.1.

Beacon
opportunity

Yes

NoMessage
generated?

Insert in beacon.

Active messages
not yet handled?

Run one step of
Algorithm 3.

Determine next
message m*.

Send beacon.

Transmission starts
before next beacon?

No

No

Yes

Yes

Figure 10.1: Procedure of announcing transmissions in beacons with multiple concurrent messages.

First, if the node itself generated a message that it did not yet announce, it will insert the
announcement in the beacon to inform other nodes about the message, its intended receivers
and timeout.
Furthermore, the node will determine for which message a new path in the transmission tree
is calculated. It might have received several message announcements, such that multiple
active messages are waiting in a queue. A rather trivial approach, namely First In, First Out
(FIFO) can be applied here. Using this procedure, transmissions for the message m∗ that
was generated first will also be scheduled first. This is done until all intended receivers are
served or the timeout is violated.
We introduce another metric here, which we will call Residual Time Per Receiver (RTPR).
Using this metric, for each message mj the residual time before the timeout divided by the
number of intended receivers not yet scheduled is calculated:

RTPRmj =
toutmj
− tb

|U|
, (10.1)

where tb is the time at which the beacon announcing the next transmission will be sent.
The next path to add in the tree should be for the message m∗ for which this value is
minimum:

m∗ = min
mj∈M

RTPRmj . (10.2)
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After determining m∗, the node will run one step of Algorithm 3 for this specific message.
One step meaning that the next path will be determined via the procedure of lines 12-29.
A slight modification of the algorithm is needed to schedule multiple messages. Namely, a
transmission cannot start directly after the last transmission in which the transmitter partic-
ipated, since it should take already scheduled transmissions for other messages into account.
Therefore, lines 16-17 are replaced by the function insertTransmission(). This function
calculates the first possible starttime such that the transmission does not overlap with trans-
missions in which the transmitter or any of the receivers participates.
If the node concludes from this function that a transmission for m∗ should start before its
subsequent beacon opportunity (meaning the one after the current for which the content is
determined here), it will announce this transmission, whether or not it participates in it.
By announcing only when the start time of the transmission for m∗ is before its subsequent
beacon, we postpone the scheduling decision as far as possible, while still assuring that the
transmission is announced before it is planned to start. This works even if at some beacon
opportunities no beacon is sent (and thus the beacon interval is aperiodic), as the procedure
is executed at least every 100 ms.
A node might announce multiple transmissions in one beacon. Therefore, it repeatedly de-
termines whether there exist active messages for which transmissions can be scheduled. Only
once for none of the active messages a transmission should be scheduled that starts before
the subsequent beacon opportunity of the node that runs the procedure, the algorithm stops
and the beacon is sent, if any content for it is created.
In Figure 10.2, it can be seen how the schedule for mmWave transmissions of the input sce-
nario of Figure 3.1 is announced via beacons. The green boxes show the node that announces
a specific message and/or frame. The beacon opportunities for the different nodes are shown
by the colored markers underneath the timeline.

Figure 10.2: Schedule of transmissions for the input of Figure 3.1 announced in beacons.

It can be seen that the frames f0, f2 and f4 are slightly delayed because of the time difference
between message generation and the next beacon opportunity of the origin node. Beacon op-
portunities of other nodes may exist during this period, but because they are not yet aware
of the message, they cannot announce frames for it. Subsequent frames containing the same
message (e.g. f1 and f3) are not further delayed, as they can be planned in advance and
announced by any node in its last beacon opportunity before the frame starts. For example,
f1 will be sent by node 1, but it is announced by node 0, as the frame starts just before node
0’s beacon opportunity.
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Shortcomings
Several shortcomings of the presented method can be identified. First of all, the shortest path
calculation as presented in lines 1-4 of Algorithm 3 does not take already scheduled messages
into account. Therefore, while generating the transmission tree, if a shortest path includes a
node that is busy sending another message, there might have been a different path resulting
in a lower delay. However, calculating the shortest path at each step in Algorithm 3 by taking
the schedule into account leads to additional computational overhead. On the other hand,
the algorithm is still free to choose another transmitter or intended receiver which does not
include a busy node on the shortest path. Therefore, additional delay due to busy nodes can
still be mitigated if other visited nodes or nodes still to be found are available.
Secondly, the metric for determining the message to handle does not include the delay of the
to-be-scheduled transmission, as it is hard to predict upfront. As Algorithm 3 decides upon
a transmission after it considers every possible transmitter and intended receiver combina-
tion, it could also do this for all active messages. However, this is again a trade-off between
performance and computational complexity. In this case, using the more elaborate way only
has an influence if the transmission delay between different messages varies a lot.

10.2.1 Evaluation

In this section, we will investigate the performance of the distributed procedure by a simula-
tion. The algorithms are executed on one machine, however the procedure is followed as if it
was executed on different nodes. That is, at each beacon opportunity of any node, part of the
transmission tree will be calculated for the message m∗. Each node has all the information it
needs, since we assumed perfect delivery of CAMs. We will evaluate the use of the queuing
metric RTPR as compared to FIFO. It is also interesting to see how the multicast methods
compare to unicast in case of multiple messages. We will consider two scenarios in which two
messages m0 and m1 are generated. Although only two messages are examined, the results
can be generalized to more, which we will explain later.
The two scenarios are identical, except for the generation time of the second message. In the
concurrent scenario, the difference in generation time is only 50 ms, whereas in the separate
scenario, m1 is generated after the timeout of the first. We use 11 nodes and 6 intended
receivers per message, which are located in a geocast area that is the same for both messages.
However, the messages have a different origin node; for m1 it is the node farthest from the
geocast area, for m2 it is the one but farthest node. We will look at the average number
of intended receivers reached per message for 100 snapshots from [34] with 20 s separation.
The timeout was set to 200 ms for both messages, thus in the separate scenario, m1 was also
generated 200 ms later. The results are shown in Figure 10.3 for both the RTPR and FIFO
queuing strategies.
As expected, in the separate scenario, more receivers can be reached within the timeout. In
the concurrent scenario, the effect of fixing a schedule for one message becomes clear, because
for m1 significantly less intended receivers could be reached. The schedule is congested by
transmissions for m0, which are often conveyed by nodes that are also needed for distributing
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Figure 10.3: Average number of intended receivers reached before the timeout for two messages generated
concurrently or separately.

m1, since the geocast area is shared. This burdens the delivery of m1 and the same would
hold for other more messages generated shortly after m1. In this case, additional delay would
be introduced, depending on the separation in message generation times and node usage.
Using the FIFO strategy, m0 was delivered to exactly the same number of intended receivers
in both scenarios, which results from its priority in the schedule. On the other hand, the
number of receivers reached for m1 in the concurrent case is on average lower than using
RTPR. Therefore, although the difference in terms of total intended receivers reached is not
significant, the method FIFO is less fair.
Furthermore, it follows from the figure that there is only a minor difference between the meth-
ods unicast, stepwise and average cost for the separate scenario - it is even barely visible. On
the other hand, both multicast methods perform significantly better for m1 in the concurrent
scenario. It must be said that in the separate case it is less difficult to reach all intended
receivers, which causes less variation in the result. However, it shows additional benefit of
using multicasts in scenarios with messages generated closely after each other. What is inter-
esting to see is that the method stepwise, which uses multicasts the most often, performs best.
This strengthens the view that multicasts pay off in congested schedules. This also follows
from the reasoning that the additional delay introduced by a multicast is relatively small as
compared to when a transmission is delayed due to other concurrent messages. If then via a
multicast multiple receivers are served at once, fewer nodes will later form a bottleneck for
the other messages.
Next, we also evaluate the performance of stepwise and average cost as compared to unicast
in terms of delay for both the concurrent and separate scenario. To eliminate differences in
the number of intended receivers reached, the timeout was set to 10 s. In the separate scenario
m1 is thus also generated 10 s later, whereas this is still 50 ms in the concurrent scenario. The
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average relative maximum delay with 95% confidence intervals is shown in Figure 10.4. The
delay resulting from the difference in message generation time and next beacon opportunity
of the origin node is incorporated here. Results using queuing metric RTPR are shown on
the left, those using FIFO on the right.
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Figure 10.4: Relative maximum delay as compared to unicast for two messages generated concurrently or
separately.

The relative difference between both multicast methods and unicast is smaller for m1 in gen-
eral, as its origin node is closer to the geocast area.
Furthermore, for both messages, a larger difference in delay can be observed in case of con-
currently generated messages. This again shows that the multicast methods come out even
better in congested scenarios. However, the confidence intervals are large, especially for the
concurrent scenario, showing more variation in the result. This follows from the shortcomings
we discussed and the sub-optimality of the multicast selection methods as shown in Chap-
ter 8. The impact of the multicast methods seems stronger for the queuing method RPTR,
especially for m1. Although using FIFO the message that was generated first gets priority
for scheduling, when no transmission could be scheduled before the next beacon, nodes are
allowed to schedule transmissions for the other message. Hence, there is still a difference in
result between the concurrent and separate scenario for m0, but it is limited.

Summarizing, we have defined the system needed for distributed control of mmWave transmis-
sions via sub-6GHz beacons. Next, a procedure was proposed such that the DCST heuristic
can be executed in a distributed manner by separating it in several steps. Newly generated
messages and scheduling decisions made should be distributed via the sub-6GHz layer to
provide the relevant information to let any node calculate part of the schedule. Finally, we
showed that using multicasts is even more beneficial in case of congested mmWave schedules
due to multiple concurrent messages.



Chapter 11

Conclusions and future work

With the increasing amount of data generated by sensors, geocasting in vehicular networks
requires higher data rate links, which can be achieved on mmWave frequencies. However, due
to the high propagation loss imposed by these frequencies, beamforming is needed to obtain
sufficient range. The characteristics of such a system as compared to one with omnidirectional
antennas asks for different approaches in routing and scheduling, especially when various
beamwidths and data rates are considered. Wider beamwidths allow for reaching multiple
receivers at the same time, at the cost of transmission range. Various data rates also influence
the coverage, while relaying and spatial sharing might help to reach intended receivers in
a short time. Furthermore, it has been shown in previous works that offloading control
information to a separate sub-6GHz band promises to overcome the overhead that is induced
when solely using the mmWave layer. To investigate these points, we presented three research
questions in this thesis, which we will answer in summary hereafter.

Answering research questions
Following the previous work on mmWave routing and scheduling, we presented the following
research questions:

1. To what extent can mmWave geocasting benefit from using multicasts while considering
multiple beamwidths and data rates, relaying and spatial sharing?

2. How can a mmWave geocast be efficiently routed and scheduled using a lightweight al-
gorithm?

3. How can multiple mmWave geocasts be scheduled in a distributed manner using sub-
6GHz beacons?

Firstly, to answer these questions, we defined a system considering static nodes. To model the
mmWave communication, we used a realistic propagation model, which takes obstacles into
account. Furthermore, the antenna model used allows for multiple beamwidths, which leads
to diverse antenna coverage for various data rates. Furthermore, nodes can only transmit or
receive one mmWave transmission at a time. Interference between concurrent transmissions
was not taken into account.
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Then, we formulated a mixed-integer linear program and implemented it using the mathe-
matical optimizer Gurobi to evaluate the potential performance of the system and eventually
answer research question 1. The program uses two objectives with decreasing priority. The
first objective is to maximize the amount of intended receivers that are reached before the
timeout of the message. The second is to minimize the delay between message generation
and delivery to the last intended receiver that is reached.
Next, we have shown that several steps are needed to develop a heuristic algorithm that con-
siders the various elements of the system. Together, these steps form an answer to research
question 2. The first step, link assessment, determines whether a link exists between a trans-
mitter and a receiver set and which beamwidth and transmission direction angle should be
used to maximize the data rate of the link. We have shown the complexity originating from
using a realistic antenna model with various beamwidths and data rates. It is not trivial to
find the optimal beam and point the antenna in the right direction, resulting in performance
loss for the heuristic approach we proposed. About 16% of the links used by optimal routing
and scheduling are not detected by the heuristic algorithm, whereas the computation time is
only 1.5% that of an exhaustive search.
Following, we chose to take advantage of the farsighted vision obtained via information on
sub-6GHz beacons, such that efficient routes up to the destination can be found. However,
due to the exponential increase in the number of links for an increasing number of nodes, find-
ing these routes easily leads to high computation times. Therefore, we propose to make use of
the step graph reduction, in which a directed hypergraph is generated that only includes the
nodes and links that are likely to contribute to the result. For this, we introduce the notion
of MPRs, which are nodes that are likely to be used for relaying. Links between MPRs are
included only if they comply to a condition related to their MPRDs, the intended receivers
for which they are a relaying node. We have shown a reduction of 72% in the number of links,
while 95% of the links selected by the optimal solution are included in the reduced graph.
Subsequently, with the reduced graph as input, we presented a heuristic method for transmis-
sion tree generation. Such a tree specifies which links need to be used, and how transmissions
using these links should be scheduled. We developed an algorithm based on a modification
of the constrained Steiner tree heuristic from [33] to make it suitable for directional anten-
nas, which we called DCST. We proposed a dynamic cost that incorporates the delay of a
transmission after insertion in the schedule. To control the order of transmissions, we intro-
duced an additional factor, which enlarged the chance of reaching more intended receivers
and reduced the maximum delay, as we showed by simulations. Furthermore, we showed that
DCST outperforms more simple heuristic methods.
Next, we presented three distinct methods to include multicasts in the tree. The first, step-
wise, loosely includes multicasts if during tree generation, the receiver of the unicast choice
is covered in a relevant multicast. A relevant multicast is defined as a multicast that has a
lower transmission duration than the minimum spanning tree formed by unicasts that cover
all receivers. The method average cost, on the other hand, only uses a relevant multicast
link when it has the lowest cost, but to let it compete with a unicast, the cost is divided
by the number of receivers of the link. Lastly, post-processing first evaluates the tree using
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unicast links and replaces these by multicasts only if this guarantees to reach at least the
same amount of intended receivers, and at least one of the receivers is reached with lower
delay.
We have shown that, although it performs well in some scenarios, the method stepwise is
not consistent. This grounds our observation that assessing whether a multicast should be
used is difficult when relaying is considered. As compared to the heuristic method with only
unicast links, using the method average cost often results into more receivers reached before
the timeout, where this is always the case for post-processing, as follows from its design. In
terms of delay, both methods perform better as the number of intended receivers increases
and for an increasing number of nodes with a fixed percentage of intended receivers. When
all nodes are intended receivers in scenarios with 15 nodes, a delay reduction of 19.3% as
compared to the heuristic method using unicast links only can be achieved for average cost,
while for post-processing this is 14.6%. However, by looking at the underlying metrics that
follow from the choices made by the methods, we can conclude that both methods do not
fully exploit the use of multicasts.
Furthermore, for generating the transmission tree, we have shown that it pays off to use a
reduced graph in terms of computation time, especially for larger scenarios. For the methods
stepwise and average cost, it also leads to performance improvement, since the multicasts
that are not likely to contribute to the result are filtered out and cannot be chosen.
To answer research question 1, we examined the performance of mmWave routing and schedul-
ing using unicasts only and when multicasts were allowed, both in the optimal case and using
the presented heuristic methods. Due to the high computation time for the mathematical
solver, the optimal solution could only be obtained for relatively small scenarios. In these
scenarios, the difference of the heuristic multicast methods as compared to using unicast links
only is limited. Furthermore, the benefit of using multicasts in the optimal case is not so
large in terms of intended receivers reached, but a clear reduction in the maximum delay can
be seen. This is especially the case when considering a highway scenario with multiple lanes.
In case only one lane is considered, multicasts will not be frequently used, which results into
only limited improvement in these scenarios. Also using the heuristic methods, the benefit
of multicasts becomes more evident when vehicles are distributed on multiple lanes.
Finally, to answer research question 3, we designed a procedure to transform DCST into a
distributed algorithm. To make this possible, control information for scheduling of mmWave
transmissions is added to beacons sent via the sub-6GHz layer. Specifically, a beacon con-
tains the necessary information to receive a transmission and to update the transmission tree.
This allows any node that received the beacon to calculate a new path in the tree, insert the
tranmissions in the schedule and announce them in the next beacon again. The announce-
ments are delayed as far as possible to keep the schedule flexible, such that newly generated
messages can still be inserted. We presented the strategy RTPR, that allows transmissions
for the message with the least residual time per intended receiver to be scheduled first. Com-
pared to the method FIFO, in which transmissions for messages that are generated first are
also scheduled first, RTPR is more fair. Furthermore, it follows from simulations that the
heuristic multicast methods perform relatively better in case the schedule is congested by
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multiple concurrent messages. However, it can be seen that especially in terms of delay, it
leads to varying results.

Suggestions for future work
From the work presented in this thesis, various aspects arise that we suggest to investigate fur-
ther. First of all, we suggest some changes to the system, which would make it more realistic.
We made the assumption that nodes are static for the duration of a scenario. However, one
of the characteristics of vehicular networking that sets it apart from other wireless networks
is the high mobility of nodes. In the distributed version we presented, the transmission tree is
already separated into steps. Therefore, the reduced graph can be set up again at these mo-
ments using the latest position information. Since the information is only updated on beacon
intervals, it is necessary to estimate the position at the time of transmission. This is possible
by using the data sent in beacons, which includes the speed, acceleration and heading of the
vehicle. However, mobility might cause the reduced graph to change significantly over time,
possibly making routes calculated in earlier steps not valid anymore. Sophisticated methods
are needed to recover from these situations.
Moreover, we suggest to look at the influence of interference between transmissions. To
exploit spatial sharing, unicast transmissions are now frequently scheduled concurrently by
our heuristic algorithm. However, it is expected that this is not always possible, although
using beamforming the effect is limited. If concurrent unicasts interfere with each other, it is
expected that replacing these with a multicast transmission would be an appropriate alter-
native. On the other hand, wider beams might lead to more interference in general, which
makes it an interesting trade-off to investigate. Eventually, the use of an algorithm that can
predict interference and adapt the routing and scheduling accordingly is likely to improve the
performance in realistic scenarios.
Other propagation characteristics that influence the channel quality, such as reflection, are
also interesting to examine. This introduces additional constraints to the link assessment
step, in which already performance degradation was observed. Other methods to assess the
dynamic link quality that perform at least equal to traditional beam training techniques are
likely needed. Channel state information from the sub-6GHz layer might contribute to this,
as presented in [19] and [20].
As the graph reduction step significantly reduces the computation time and even leads to
better performance for some of the heuristic methods, it might pay off to improve it even
further. Still, many multicasts with distinct receiver sets are included in the graph, but only
few prove to be beneficial. Smart grouping of receivers based on the mutual path loss between
MPRs can support the selection of useful multicasts and might reduce the graph even further.
Other properties of the graph that can exclude links early on are interesting to investigate as
well. A better pre-processed scenario also leads to a reduction in computation time for the
mathematical solver, such that the optimal solution can be obtained for larger scenarios.
Next, we have shown that the heuristic multicast selection method stepwise is not consistent
in its performance, while average cost and post-processing do not fully exploit the benefit of
multicasts and perform still worse than the optimal solution. A more sophisticated multicast
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selection procedure would therefore be required to improve the algorithm as a whole, how-
ever it should have limited computational complexity. A method that compares the resulting
schedules, like post-processing does, seems to work well, but it should not be restricted to
follow the unicast tree.
Lastly, we used several assumptions concerning sub-6GHz beacons for the distributed algo-
rithm. For a realistic system, the procedure should be made robust against significant delay
or lack of delivery of beacons to mitigate mismatches between scheduling decisions. Further-
more, we have addressed some shortcomings of the algorithm that concern the scheduling of
multiple messages. Especially including multicasts is an open research direction, as it proves
to perform well in congested scenarios, but it has varying results.
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